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Surgeon Dentist,

recent article Mr. Van Wagenen
Id
attacks under the cover of the "model
farm" his more fortunate fellows who,
possessing ample means, go in for improving the country by buying large
tracts of land, erecting beautiful houses,

J^R.

Dentist,

laying out gardens, lawns, parks,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

etc.

In the first place why should Mr. Van
Wagenen think that the rich man's
farm" was ever intended as a
model
r. SMITH,
model for the business farmer, the man
of small means, any more than the rich
Attorney at Law,
man's way of living in town was ever
MAINE.
NORWAY,
in teneCollections a Specialty. intended as a model for dwellers
Home Block.
ments? Mr. Jones spends half a million
in building up a tine estate, ^model for
A PARK.
any man to copy who has a half million
Mr. Johnson
to spend in the same way.
Attorneys at Law,
two million on a beautiful counspends
MAIN·.
iskthkl,
try place, just a» truly a model for any
Eller C. Park.
AddUoa E. Herrlck.
who wishes to spend the same
one
amount of money. The man who keeps
OH S S. HARLOW.
a pig and a cow on two acres may have a
model place, but it won't serve as a
Attorney at Law,
model for a man with 100 acres, twenty
MAINE.
DIXFIELD,
cows and ten pigs.
To take the case of a man who has a
RIGHT A WHEELER,
shack on a mountain aud say that because such a place raised brave men and
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, women, it may be in the best sense a
model farm is simply utter nonsense.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
This farm is no doubt a model to anAlton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
other man living under the same conditions, but it hasn't any bearing on the
&
"model" farms of wealthy
J. H.
people.
Neither, for that matter, has the quesCIVIL EN0INEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
the
or
of
tion
managers
difficulty of
35 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
keeping good men on the farms, when
there is a fine esta'e near by.
Maps and Plans made to order.
As a matter of fact, wherever a
Maps of the tlmberlands and pocket maps of I1
each county for «ale.
wealthy man has taken up and improved
(Publl>hers of the Atlas of Maine.)
large holding* of land he has benefited
the community. The price of the neighboring real estate goes up in proportion
Moreover farmto the improvements.
ers are very<fortunate who have in their
neighborhood some rich man interested
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
in agriculture and who has a fiue place
built on the most approved plans, for to
this place they can go for ideas and
oftentimes for fine fine stock or products
for reproducing.—Edward K. Parkinson
in Country Gentleman.
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In the river he Is guarded like a king,
and when he clusters at its mouth,
lazily making up his mind to try a
change of water, as a monarch might
visit Hotnburg for a change of air. he
can only be caught under certain severe restrictions.

.uorea.-

?§!rrSS
«Sir4îr.iiœ
WAQfc-

He must not lie netted within so
mauy yards of the seaward limit of
He may not be caught
the estuary.
wholesale. The nets must have a maximum length of 400 feet. They must
not be set between 7 p. in. on a Friday
and 7 a. m. on a Monday.
Viewed in every aspect, the salmon
is given exceptional chances of longevity. His price is high as his culinary
reputation, and the obvious sequel to
all these precautions is that certain
nefarious persons known as poachers
try every artifice to defeat the law

τ.°ϊλ;'Κ|·55
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»
nf m« are
closing out their dairy
Κ
and taking
herds
taRing up
ρ With sheep, grow-

breeding
mutton. They
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fleece and
I should like to say a few words in reare
ply to Mr. Van Wagenen's question,
the
What is a Model Farm? A farm is
most desirable kind of property that
ever was or ever can be owned by man.
The fact that some farms are owned by
men of large means who employ manBoston n>"k 'OUM., allege
agers or superintendents to manage
them does not detract from their value,
usefulness or beauty. Some men may
spend their time and money on gold and
precious stones, music or art. They
may also indulge in games of chanoe—

racing, yachting, autoing or fiying
of these, singly or collectNORWAY. chines. None
Téléphone Oonnection.
ively is as productive of wholesome and
satisfying life as the building, equipping
HOLLISTCR'3
and beautifying of country homes.
As superintendent I have improved and
f?cc!:y Mountain Tea
managed property both north and south, breeding a
A Besv Modiolus for Busy People.
and I know whereof I speak when I say Hoistein typ
Brfr-gs Olden Health and Rsaewed Vigor.
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Th«» lordly salmon Is peculiar in hi"
on^ period of the
habits. PeMr-htlns
year to roam through the ocean wilds,
at another he seeks shallow rivers, iu
whose murmuring fords he scarce finds
room to t:ini his portly frame.
And the law protects him most Jeal-
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Author of "Wings of the Morning," "The Pillir of
L1*ht." Etc.

V
r
summer air feet foremost.
1'hen fn oberilsnce to the law of gravity it spun i»nnd until at the moment
>f impact wi'.h the water the head and
shoulders p!nn :ed first into the waves.
At t!::it pdnt the depth of the sea
*
of the
was sixty feet at the very b«
rock. Ai each half tide and especially
In > t «nny weather an Irresistible current swept η way all sand deposit and
sLeiietl off projecting masses of stone
«·<> e'fcctnnliy that in the course of time
the overhon ins cliff must l»e undermined and fall into the sea.
nigh tide or low, there was always
sufficient water to float a battleship,
and the pla<? was noted as a favorite
nook for salmon, at that season pre
purins fur their annual visit to the
sylvan streams of the moorland val

our
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CHAPTER XXI.
Tlli-ÎN Philip's almost lifeless
over the cliff
\ T\ I ·«it '>' was tluns
ruslie<l down through the
%ΐ·Ι

ft**?™
»Manv
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and capture him.
A favorite dwlge is to run out a large
quantity of nets in just such a tideway as the foot of the cliff crowned by
Grange House. None can spy the operations from the land, while a close
watch seaward gives many chances
of escape from enterprising water bailiffs, who, moreover, can sometimes be
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to him. The man should be warned to
keep the stoVy out of the papers.
The arrival of the constable at a late
hour created consternation In the
But the doctor knew bis
household.

people.

"Have no fear, Mrs. Verril." he whispered to the fisherman's wife; "your
husband caught a fine fish when he
drew Mr. Anson Into his net. He will
nut need to poach sulmon any more."
The doctor sat by Philip's bed while
the policeman made clumsy notes of
that eventful Tuesday

night's

occur-

rences.

Then In his turn he amazed his hear-

ers.

"Whoa la he';"
"Where did he cooiii frae?"
"Nobbut η Ιίίοιιν wad hae jumped off

yon crag."
"lie's ue:ikcd us when he was liorn."
At last one of theui noticed his brolie pointed out the wound
ken scalp.
to his companions.
"That was never dean by failin' Γ t'
watter," he said.

They agreed. The thing was mysteriously serious. Philip's youth, his
nature, his delicate skin, the texture

of his hands, the cleanliness of his
teeth and nails, were quick tokens to
the fisherman that something quite beyond tlie common run of seaside accidents had taken place. The oarsman,
a man of much intelligence, hit on an

explanation.

"lie was swnriuin' doan t' cliîï after
t' birds," ha cried. "Mebbe fotygrafiiu'
'em. I've heerd o' sike doin's."
"Man alive." cri.?d one of his mates,
"he wouldn't strip te t' skin for that

Job."

Not one
unanswerable.
gave a thought to the invisible Grange
House.
They held a hasty consultation. One
man dolled his Jersey for Philip's benefit, and then they hastily covered him
with oilskin coat and overalls.
It was now nearly dark, so they
ran out a marking buoy for their net,
shipped ours und pulled lustily to their
remote fishing hamlet, three miles
away from the outlet of the river
which fiowed through Searsdale.
Arrived there, they carried Philip to
This

was

the house of one who was the proud
of u "spare" bed.
And now a fresh dilllculty arose. A
doctor and eke a policeman should be
A messenger was dissummoned.
patched at once for the nearest medical
man, who lived a mile and a half
away, but the policeman, who dwelt
in tlie village, was a bird of another
owner

He deecrllœd his encounter with another Philip Anson in the highroad at
an hour when the real personage of
that name was unquestionably being
attended to by the doctor himself In

the fisherman's cottage.
"Aye," he said in his broad Yorkshire dialect, "he was as like you, sir,
as twea peas, on'y, now thut I see ye,
he wasn't sike, α—slke a gentleman as
you, un' he talked wl' a queer catch In
Ills voice. T'uther chap 'ud be Jocky

Mason, 'cordin' te your discriptlon,

soa

it seems to me 'at this 'ere Dr. Williams, 'oo druv' you frae t' station,
must ha' took yer clothes an' twisted
his feace te luke as mlch like you as he

could."
The doctor cut short further conversation. lie insisted on his patient seeking rest, but lu response to rhilip's
urgent request he wrote a long telegram. which he promised would be
handed in when the Scarsdale telegraph oilico opened next morning.
And this was Philip's message to

Evelyn:

I have suffered detention since Tuesday
night ut the hands of Jocky Mason, whose
name you will recollect, and another man.
unknown. I am now cared for by friends
and recovering rapidly from Injuries received in a struggle. I return to Ix>ndon
today. My only fear Is that you must
have endured terrible uncertainty if by
any chance you imagined I was missing.
PHILIP ANSON.
Tell Abingdon.

And then followed his address, care
of the doctor.
"Is that all?" said Anson's new found
friend.
Philip smiled feebly, for be was very

weak.
"There is one matter, small In many
ways, lntf Important too. You might
add, Ί lioj-e you have not lost Blue

Atom by this mischance."'
He sank back exhausted.

color.
These men were poachers, lawbreakAt various times they had all
ers.
Iteen fined for Illegal fishing. The policeman was of an inquiring turn of
mind, lie might fail to understand the
mystery of tlie cliff, but he would most
certainly appreciate every detail of

their presence in that particular part
of the sea which lapped Its base.
So they smoked and talked and tried
rough remedies until the doctor arrived.
To him they told the exact truth. I Itpassed no comment, examined his patient, cut away the hair from the

made conveniently drunk.
When Philip hurtled into the placid·
wound, shook his head over it,
sea, his naked body shone white, like scalp
that
piece
propimprove
Live
bound it up, administered some slinni
A srwdflc f.<r Constipation, Indigestion.
of some gigantic bird.
the
inplumage
land
the
invariably
adjoining
β·ΐ'I Ki'it; ν Troubles. Pimples. Ec/ema, Impure erty
sat down to await the return
Indeed, a man who was leisurely laut and
Sometimes this is
bi'*>·!, lia 1 Urv.it h. Sluggish Bowels, Headache creases in value.
of consciousness.
an l Backache. it's Rocky Mountain Tea in tab- because
a
coursea
in
coble
the neighbors seeing the imzigzag
pulliug
Geuuiue made by
lot form, SS eeota a l»>x.
But this was long delayed, and wheii
while two others paid out a net so that
provements that I have made, set to
Holms γκκ Di«ro Cosipanv. Madison, Wis.
last I'hillp ojiened his eyes he only
make
drives
at
and
work
buildinga,
embarrass
up
put
its sweeping curves might
GOLDEN P'j'GGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE
ana
snruos
and lawns, plant
rallied sufficiently to sleep.
trees,
and a large milk How.
any wauderlng salmon who found himThe doctor promised to come carl}
(lowers, put in drains, set out orchards
This is brought about partly by the cnir \r illtin its mo<1w>3—IlllirlvPll the fallaud plant field and garden crops in a attitude of Boston dealers who tight ahy
its instantaneous passage next day and left
in
I
body
Injî
Not of small sized cows and pay more money
manner to get maximum results.
Throughout Wednesday and ThursI uud thought nt first that some huge sea
only do tourists and sight-seekers be- for the heavier milkers. It is getting to
day I'liillii was partly delirious, wafcal'ter
Its
dived
had
fowl
I
prey.
farmcome interested but old practical
be a cry of 'more milk, rather than good
to 11 vague consciousness
Portland Division.
But the loud splash startled the three lug at times
ers from near by counties come and take milk.1
Personally, I favor a well supbut mostly asking
a few from neighboriug states
and
Not so clid a cormorant or a of liis surroundings,
note
More I men.
cow testing association.
ported
HETWEKJI POKTLAXIt ΑΛΙ» BOSTOM |
visit, are impressed and go home de- than that I believe the state should con- I white winged solan plunge to secure vacantly for "Evelyn."
was /act to lace with lJhilli> Anton.
Often lie fought with η person unused lie
Faro $1.00.
termined to do better farming than ever duct regular milk tests at all dairies and an unwary haddock.
that
the tip of the doctor's
was ou
ami
It
I have known property that creameries. However, it will take a lot
Mason"
before.
explained
Th«î net attendants straightened their "Jocky
Steamships "Governor Cobb" and was for sale for thirty years, and a buy- of hard, persistent effort and a strong
"Sir Philip" was not in Yorkshire at tongue to ask:
Franklin
oarsiuan stood up. The dlsthe
I
backs;
"Governor Dingley" leave
months after I educational
er never came until six
"What in the world Is a blue atom?"
campaign to interest a ma- I turbauce wis so near, so unexpected, all.
Wbarf, Portland, week, days at 7 P. M., had begun improvements on the adjoinBut he forbore. The sleeping potion
jority of farmers in the movement. that It al.trmed them. They looked
The wife of one of his rescuers was
Sundays at 8 P. M., due Boston about ing property.
With milk scarce, as it is, the producer
was taking elfwt, and he would not reassiduous I11 her attentions. Most for
»! a. m., following day.
Returning, leave
fallen.
had
a
rock
that
the
honor
to
is
an
The model farm
is more coucerned about getting a full I aloft, thinking
for these Usher folk wen
tard it. He subsequently wrote a teleIndia Wbarf, Boston, at 7 P. m., week owner and a
blessing to the country. How than he is with securing rich milk. I They 1 ) »ked t.» Mie small eddy caused tunately,
beneath th.· gram on his own account:
th:.t
lure
days and Sundays.
spread
and
misfits
are
very
poor,
there
Of course
failures; The popular cow is the heavy milker, I i»y Philip's ÙRnppcarnuce to see if any
numon the ad- for with milk
some men of
Mr. Anson Is convalescing, but a Jourselling as at present, she I <dgn would U· given explanatory of an cliff inveigled an unprecedented
Through tickets on sale at principal I vice of their wealth, acting
ator
ber of salmon, so she could afford to ney today Is Impossible. A reassuring
friends,
physician
is the money maker in the eyes of the I m.:si:al occurrence.
railroad stations.
will save him from Inand milk in abundance, ami message from you
tempt a model farm without achieving farmer."
Wive Philip thrown from such u buy eggs
patient-» an J help his recovery. J lu has
not have a
J
The
as
as other lines.
it.
low
as
medicines
rates
may
such
proprietor
Now till
Freight
been delirious until lout nltflit.
I ici 'iit when in full possession of hid the doctor brought
natural love or turn for the undertaking,
he needs Is rest and freedom from worry.
Economy In Feeding.
I -«uses iu ali likelihood such breath as were needed.
All cargo, except Livestock, is
and in that case failure is almost certain,
i>
of
at
flocks
until
their
of
In the feeding
poul- I uns In his lungs at the moment of bis
Gradually Philip recovered
His mau waited ut Scandale |H>*t·
sured against tire and marine risk.
because it is difficult for two men of
the "Northwestern Agriculturist"
he came In- otike until a
reply came uext day.
different temperaments, ideals try,
I tail would have IntMi expelled by the o'clock on Thursday night
entirely
remember
breeders
that
only
mauy
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
to sudden and full use of his seules.
Then he rode with It to the village
understand each says fact that
and ideas fully to
on the I luie bo reached the water.
saved
cent
the
Me.
every
Portland,
Then the doctor was sent for urgent- where Philip was yet sleeping peaceother. They disagree and have a settle- feed bill is an addition to the immediate
He must have resisted the rush of
Philip insisted ou getting up at fully. Indeed, the clatter of h<K>fs
ment; the next thing you know the folthe fact that too strict I »Ir. uttered involuntary cries, strug- ly.
ignoring
protit,
once. He was kept In l>ed almost by
lowing advertisement is inserted in the economy in the use of foods that in- I fled wildly with his limbs.
without aroused him. and he opened
main force.
paper: "Wanted—A WORKING Super- crease production is not profitable in
Ills eyes to lind the doctor sitting as
as it chanced Mason's rough
Hut
intendent." Now the chances are ten the
With the doctor's arrival there was * though he had never quitted Ills side.
run.
bal·
to
the
him
loug
In
carrying
handling
to one that this gentleman does not
farther change. Here was an educated
It pays to use any article of food only I
Evelyn's message must have caused
What he
.-ony made active the vital forces that
want a euperintendent at all.
an long as it givee satisfaction and the
man. who listened attentively to liN
consciousness.
much speculation as t<> its true signlti
him
to
I
were
is
a
restoring
wants
boot-licking
flunky hens relish it. When the hens begin to
really
not
and did
instantly cance in the miuds of those telegraphic
ι who will pull weeds out of the strawHe was on the very threshold of re- patient's story
fall off in laying it ia time for a change.
that he was raviug.
otticials through whose hiiuds it passed.
berry patcb, milk the cows, pick dead In fact, the change should be made be- I Dewed Hie when he fell, and the conclude
lie heljM'd. too. by his advice. It was
leaves off the geraniums, cater to the fore this
It read:
is reached, in order that I downward tllght heljxHl rather than repoint
to send a telegram
want· of the setting hens, mind the
Am absolutely bewildered. Cannot help
the production may not be interfered tnrded the pn>ce*s. Indeed, the rush of utterly impossible
baby and p:ck the Ilea· off the poodle. with. In practicing economy in feeding air was grateful. He drank in the vig- to London that night. N'o matter what feeling euro that news received today
In that case,
After trying live or six superintendents the cost of the food must be considerrj
eon
really contes from you.
I orous draft and inflated his lungs read- the sufferings of anxious friends
who Is It who h i· been wiring repeateuly
who may or may not know their busi- from the
standpoint of all-round profit. ily. His sensations were those of η ternlng him. they could not l>e as- in
Station
from
hotel, York?
nam··
in
your
disgust
ness, the proprietor give· up
In the winter time, lean meat fresh
until the morning.
Am going
l>o not know w'.iat to think.
Immersed In a warm bath, and juaged
and the sign goes up: "This farm for from the butcher
is rather an ex- man
and
shop
find money
Please se.id
Yes. he wmtld
Immediately to Abingdon.
I the shock of his concussion with the
sale"' When the enthusiastic owner and
claim
breeders
unbearable.
Information.
food,
many
more
yet
Suspense
on
pensive
if need i»e.
the practical superintendent meet, then, that this can be used with profit. Tb« I surface of the sea In nowise retarded clothes, accompany him.
EVELYN.
the journey If he were able to travel
and not until then, doe· the farm attain hens demand
of this sort al the recuperative effect of the dive.
something
If ever there was need for action it
to all things, in fact.
tomorrow—attend
the degree of perfection that the n^iue the cost of a reduction in the number ol
fallafter
fortunate
was
Of cours*· he
Robert L. Limb, liermodel implies.
Tn his liehalf—for 111111 louai re* an» was needed now. Anson's strenuous
eggs, and if the result* are favorable it ing from such a height in atrlklng the
N. J., in Country Gentle is
dis- energy brought forth the full strength
*·α
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as
grain.
South Paru, Maine.
fully as cheap
I water with his right shoulder. No por- ncarce birds in secluded moorland
of his Indomitable will. The pallor
man.
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tricts.
But
and
full)
wholesome,
Meat, good
I tion of the human body is ao fitted to
tied from his cheeks, the dullness from
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his eyes.
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Sleep
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th· whole United States
obtained while fresh for almost nothing. I feet be might
awake In the morning very much let- from the woman I love. Believe me. 1
a· industrial system of schools, that is Cut fine and fed alone as a ration, or I Injury.
As it was, after a tremendous
will l>e worse, not better, If you force
linked to every industrv, touches every mixed it will be found to possess a value I dive aud a curve of many yards be- ter. The knock on the head was not
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home, and will soon abolish medieval in increasing egg production that is al I neath the sea he boblied up inside the so serious as It looked nt first sight. me to
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skin
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Instantly the fishermen saw that It
there all the science and knowledge of
U«k and uuinii
poor grain simply because it ia cheap,
and concussion of the brain had ask you"—
Let th·** study Greek who and it ia this point that every raiser ol I was a uiau. an absolutely naked man, nicely,
the age.
th* ifairMwl nra·
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it;
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kind
chemistry.
what
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bear in mind. No matter
(«·τ aCokl ta tb· H«*l t)u»rk)j.
They were amazed, very frightened
"Very well," he said. "Whatever
th* 'SeiuM <4 T»*l« and Smell. Full mam We must know the very best methods ■·( food ia provided, it should be of the besi I Indeed, but they readily hauled at the Jack.
sort
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and
that
Iu his case he was suffering from you do try and cease from troubling
soil
thi
luaiL
for
extreme
culture;
political
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or
to
Lujuid
ίο et*.
—without going
by
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you win recall May 15, 11yd· park, near
Stanhope gate, \ o'clock.
Evelyn and tie nlone knew that ftt
that spot on the day and hoar named
they became engaged.
The policeman valiantly lent the few
shillings necessary, and the sturdy
horse from the Fox and Hounds tore
back to Scarsilale.
But the constable was of additional
His researches In Scarsdale
value.
provided α fairly accurate history and
description of the two denizens of the
Grange House.
Philip himself had, of course, seen
"Dr. Williams" In broad daylight and

undisguised—not yet could

he remember where he heard that smooth
tongued voice. Jocky Mason he only
pictured hazily after the lapse of years,
but the policeman's details of his personal appearance coincided exactly
with Philip's recollection, allowing for
age and the hardships of convict life.
At last came the doctor with α va-

lise.

"I am sorry." he laughed, "but all the
mouey I can muster at such short notice Is £12."'
"I began life once before with three
halfpence," was the cheery reply.
The few Inhabitants of the hamlet
gathered to see them off. aud the fisherman's wife was moved to screw her
apron luto her eyes when Philip shook
hands with her, saying that she would
see him again In a few days.
"Eh, but he's a bonny lad," was her
"
'Twas a fair sham' te treat
verdict.
him soil."
At Scarsdule and at Malton again
came loving words from Evelyn. Now
she knew who It was who telegraphed

to her.
And the mysterious Philip Anson at
York remained dumb.
"The wretch !" she said to her moth"To dare to open my letter and
er.
send me Impudent replies!"
More than once she thought of going
to York to meet her lover, but she wise·
ly decided against this course. Mr.
Abingdon was out of town, aud Philip
might need some one he could trust to
obey his instructions in London.
At ten minutes past Ô Ansun and Dr.

Hearth arrived In York.
A long discourse In the train gave
them a plan. They would not appeal
at ouce to the police. Better clear the
mist that hid events before the aid of
the lav.' was Invoked. There were two
of them, and the assistance of the ho
tel people could be obtained If necessary.

They hurried first to the station master's otflce. Anything for Anson? Yes.
Only a few words of entreaty from
Evelyn to avoid further risk.
Then to the hotel. They sought the
manager.
"Is there a

son V"

man

staying

that his name is

represents

here who

Philip

An-

unusual in Its form
disturbing ia its innuem'.o. The man
who asked it was pale, with unnaturally brillhint brown eyes, a gentleman In
manner, but attired in ill fitting gar
ments, and beneath his tweed cap he
wore a surgical bandage.
And Philip Anson, the millionaire, of
whom he spoke thus contemptuously,
was staying in the hotel and paying
for its best rooms.
But the manager was perfectly civil
The

iiuestlon was

The presence of Dr. Senrtli, a repute
ble looking stranger, gave evidence
that something imjHjrtant was afoot.
Mr. Auson was in his rooms at the
moment. Their names would l>e sent
up.
Dr. Scarth, quick to appreciate the
difficulties of the situation, intervened

quietly.

"Is he alone?"
"Yes."
"Then It will lté botter If you ac<-ompany us In person. An unpleasant mat
ter cau be arranged without undue

publicity."

This was «larmlng. The mnnaçer
went with them Instantly. They pans
ed at the dour Indicated.

"Come with me." said Philip, turning
the handle without knot-kimr.
Grenier. intent on the |>cru*al of a
letter he had Just written, looked up

quickly.
lie

was

sou.

face to face with Philip Λη·

[TO
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EARLY RISING.
It I· Not Good For Those Who Have
to Work Hard All Day.
Theiv Im no adequate *1»j>|»<»rt for the
Impression that the early uorultig
hours are in any way more wholesome
of the
or healthy than later période
dnv. Kxcept In summer tlinp. they are
apt to ltt> damp. foggy, chilly and
among tbo least dej-lrable hount of
daylight. It is quite true that during
the summer there Is a sen.**» of exhilaration niNitit being abroad In these
early mortiin? hours, but thin evu[to
rates with th«.· dew and Is apt to be

succeeded liy a corresponding depression and l<*-s of working power later
In the day. I have been observing my
friends and p.itients for the past twenty years I· this resect and am Inclined to the opinion that not a little of
the depression and nervousness which
bo commonly develop In hot weather Is
due to excessive exposure to light,
from habits of early rising, inherited
from agricultural ancestors, not counterbalanced by three to four hours'
rest in darkened rooms In the middle
of the day.

Secondly, that th· exhilaration experienced during the early morning hours
Is an expensive luxury, which has to
be paid for later In the day. In fact, I
have found that, as a general rule, to
put It very roughly, the business or
professional man who rlnee an hour
before 7.30 or 8 o'clock goes to bed or
loses his working power an hour and
α half earlier In tiie evening. Kach Individual has In the Iteglimlng of bis
day about so much working power
stored up In his brain and muscle
If he uses this up with graat
cells.
rapidity In the early morning hours he
naturally exhausts his stock the soon-

in the afternoon or evening.
It Is largely a matter of when a man
wishes to 1* at his best. If his occupation is of such a character that be
can clear off the brunt of his work In
the early morning hours, then let him
rise early. If. on the other hand, he requires full vigor and readiness of mind
nnd body In the lutter part of the day
or at night, then he must rise later to
get it. Even In pure muscle work it Is
false ecouomy to work too long hoars.
er

—American Magazine.

Not Honostly.
"Have you ever been in Jail before7"
éemandcd the Judge.
"No. your honor, honestly, never!"
"Of course you haven't honestly.
Few men get there that way."—Kan-

sas

City Independent.

1
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By ETHEL BARRINCTON.
Copyrighted. 1907. by M. M. CunnlntfLnm.

"Jealousy ente Into happiness

au

acid

destroys linen," declared Katherine

•enteutlousiy.
"Despite which epigram you will
marry Keuneth Hadley," scoffed her
friend. The two girls bad paused at

the corner of the street, where KathIt was
erine intended taking a car.
not in sight, bo she turned to finish the
discussion.
"Why not?" she asked. "I am not
the woman to give ground for jealousy, while Kenneth, on his part,
knows I would never forgive nnjust
suspicion, which is what jealousy
Real love insures peramounts to.

fect trust and faith."
"With some natures, possibly. But
Kenneth Hadley could no more help
being Jealous where he loves than he
could stop breathing and live." retorted Mildred. "Why, at the Meresdale euchre party every one but you
could see"—
"Then he must have concealed bis
feelings admirably," declared Mr.
Iladley'H fiancee, "for he said nothing
to me."

"Some

day

he will."

Katherine Felix shook her head.
"Doubt is degrading, and happiness
Milcannot exist in its atmosphere.

dred. I'll lie frank. Kenneth and I did
have a wretched understanding
!
which came near separating us.
warned him then that such scenes
would kill whatever sentiment I cher
In becoming his wife
ished for him.

once

I do not relinquish my individuality,
lie takes me. as I accept him, a soul
matured, giving to him a closer Intimacy than lo any other, yet with natWe come into the
ural reservations.
So must
world alone, depart alone.
there always be silent places in our

lives to which even the nearest can
have no key."
Her friend, unconvinced, started to
say good by. but returned impulsively
to the charge.
"Theoretically. Katherine, there Is
truth In your argument. Jealousy Is
Should you
no temptation to you.
meet Kenneth walking with a girl ί
doubt If it would occur to you to even
ask her name. Your error is making
of nothing"—
The other's eye flashed resentfully.
"You say that l>ecause I would not
tell you where I am going now."
"Nonsense! It's none of my affair.
Rut suppose you had met Mr. Hadley

secrets

Instead?"

"I should have declined to explain."
Then, the emergency of her errand recurring t<> lier mind, she added: "Here
comes my car.
(Joodby, Mildred. I
wonder If it would not have been letter had Kenneth met you first: you
would have yielded to Ills exactions so
With a smile at the
graciously."
other's Indignant protest, she motioned
to

of Kenneth, tried to rcjolce in her recovered freedom, but as the week*
passed they grew heavier, dragglug at
her heart like the ball and chain on
the convict'» foot. She suffered in a
manner that Jthe could neither understand nor have lielleved possible :iud
grew resentful At the persistent aching
and craving that possessed her.
By night she tossed restlessly. Insomnia her Jailor, half choked with ft
grief to which sin» would give no nutlet. Flie had resented Kenneth's masterful claim on her nnd on her pursuits.
Why, then, when this sui>erv 1bion was lift.d was she not content?
Love she lielleved subservient to indi-

viduality. When one or other must
be sacrificed she had had no hesitation in her choice. She had mad.· a
fetich of ego. to find In the end love
had so undermined ft that she was
no longer an entity, sufficient to her*
self. Then iTccceded days when, half
desperate in tier unhapplness. she nearly capitulated: hours when It seemed
as though an irresistible force impelled
her to Kenneth, but Hlways prlle rose
forbidding, and she made no sign.
"Kenneth sills Saturday," Mildred

told her at last, risking a quarrel,
having been forbidden to mention the
"There lielng nothing to keep
name.

him here now," she continued comfortShe
ably, "he may never return."
watched with satisfaction the result of
this stab. "I've often wondered." she
persisted, "that you never regretted
the break, but It's too late now, so
It's lietter as it Is."
Katherlue made no response, but
that night she wept for the lirst time,
and long bitter sobs washed away
every feeling but the love that gave
them birth. She realized now that over
her love for Kenneth his faults had
Hainan nature Is so frail
no control.
that It must love and cling where It
In spite of weakness.
when Iladley ws·
about to lx>anl an outliound vessel, a
hand, thrust suddenly out of the half
light, caught at his sleeve. He turned
can

Early Saturday,

at the touch.
No thickness of veil
"Katherine!"
could disguise her in his eyes. There
they stood, silent, Incapable of speech,
staring at each other. The man recovered first and drew her toward the
end of the dock, where great packing
cases afforded some seclusion.
"You should not have come!"
"I had to. I've been all wrong—nnd
I wanted to tell you. I've l»ecn writ-

ing—short

vertising manager, she was at once

kliott'ii

lut,ι liIvt iirli'nl» iifliil·

Half an liour Inter, returning home,
she encountered Hadloy. who plainly
« ho wed his delight Ht the unexpected

meeting

"What liu-k brings you to thin |>art
«f town?" he Inquired.
"Business." was the light response.
woman's vocabulary,
In
"Which.
look
Λ
means
<iul< k
ρ lea ku re."
showed he was < oiiselous of the evanloti. thoiidi he ill<l not press the
point. "Wi^li 1 could return with you
II«»\v
but an appointment forbids
dkerdusty It Is! i;i\<> me your
Tin-re's a nide black
chief. Κ at he.

near your eye."
kitherlne hit u'' ed :ind. feel it.·.: f>>r
her h indkerchlef without suei e»s. remarked Ui.it -he must have dr>>p| d It
'omewhe»v, mhllnz. "L*se yours." At
him,
-he
thanked
Ids compilante
nodded goodhy and was gone.
She w.i ««· tel it the piauo dra« i'lir
soft melody from Its keys In the mel
low ll^ht of the shaded lamp when
lladlcy arrived. île wutcbcd her for
mine moments liefore she d lowered
Then she swung rotiud
hi* presence.
iraylj on the stool, with extended

smudge dangerously

bund·.

'Vonie and kiss me, which ceremony
you omltteil when wo last met."
As lie croMH«sl toward her something
In his expression made the girl draw
back from the Invited caress.
"What Ik the matter?" she asked.
"I've brought back your property,"
Fie tossed u crumpled bit of linen Into
her lap. A large Κ embroidered showed conspicuously In one corner.
"My handkerchief! Thanks! Where
did you find It?"
"You ask that? Tell me rather what
fakes my promised wife to visit
Charlee Truax."
"I answer no question

tone."

put

in such a

"It is my right to know." The man's
eyes took angry measure of her resist"I put the same question this
ance.
afternoon, and you evaded it. I thought
when you insisted on your rights and
privileges that your little secrets were
What do I find?
no concern of mine.
That you have been closeted in the private office of a married man, an old
flame of yours. Truux refused nn explanation. What have you to say? A
woman of leisure, you cannot plead
business in a factory as an excuse."
"You go too far"—
"No; it le you! I love you as n»y
life, and you drive me mad with
doubts. Knowing, my weakness, you
play upon It. I will have the truth,
or"—

ones,

America"—

"How much do you mean by telling
this?"
I-I've
"As much as you wish,
missed you so—your faults—my faults,
I'm
what do they matter. Kenneth.
wretched without you—I"—
Then Πιπί ley understood.
Only at
the last moment had he sufficient presence of mind to get his trunk pulled
off the steamer before she slipped her
me

moorings.

POISONED GLOVES.

fbe motorman.

((caching her destination, she entered a large manufacturing establish
ment. Sending in iter card to the ad-

stories—advertising

for different tirme: that's why 1 went
lie buys a
to Charles Truax's office.
number each year. No one knows. I
didn't want them to—you especially,
until I could do something worth
while.
You'll come back—back to

Had Their Home In Italy With
th· Oorgiai and Medici·.

They

Perfumed jjIovch have contributed
largely to 111** bright and cruel side of
They
romance, of fart ami of fiction.
had their home in Italy, the home of

the Borgia» ami I ►«·" Mcdicis. ami It fs
said. with how much truth will nc-.er
I* known, that many an untimely
death was caused by «caring iwrfutued glove* who*· scented palm* c<MiIt Msnus to
ce· lei I η «leadly poison.
ha Te Iip«'u a favorite pa «time of the
notorious Alexander VI ami of hi*
more

nolortoiM

son.

<'ae*ar Borgia. to

Invite a frh'liil to «line, show him e\i>ry
attention ax a pint, present him with
η lieatitiful pair of perfumed ami |m»|notied gloves ami next «lay-end Dower*
to hi* funeral. accwni|utnied hv a little
note, polite I nit llrm. ιν·|ΐι«·*ΐΙη£ the

Immediate transference of all the property of the deceased to the coffer* of
the llorgiu*.
There I* an Interesting «ml very ugly
•tory of η fainouH poisoner of the fifteenth century who confessed umler
the water cure to having murdered for

considération al»out fifteen people by
of p<il*oued gloves. The poison
*hv employ»*! van so alow In taking
eff«n-t that fur year* she remained undiscovered η ml filially rame to grief
through her own foolish boasting.—
Kansas City Star.
a

mean*

THE GREAT RACHEL.
Fondness of the Famous Actress For
Se jrfpin».
A rather comical story relating to the
jfreat Km hel and at one time her devoted admirer, Prince Detnldoff, rune

this way:
It seems that upon the occasion of
the prlmv's visita to the charming
actress she would often greet him in
playful mood and while criticising hi*
attire, which was the rpeclal object of
hlH thought, would draw from his
neektle the pin whh h secure I it. a
cameo, topaz,
ruby or whatever It
ml>;ht chance to lie. ami place It In
her pincushion or upon her corsage.
This habit greatly amused the prince,
It aeemed so childish and such a mischievous act. ami It really added to
her charm In his eyes. One day. however, he calleil wearing a sort of stock,

and consequently had no Jewel.
The observant maid noticed that
there was no pin In the tie of Petnldoff, and when she announced him to
"It
his mistress mentioned the fact.
1» the prim e, but he wears a stock."
"Then say I am out," replied Hache!.
Finding himself refused an Interview, the prince set about learning the
real reason. It mightily amused him,
and thereafter he never appeared without the bauble that had always proved
the sesame to the great actress' pret-

{Catherine's face, gazing white and
in
his, arrested nim
luneaii ills Journal
"Kathe," ho pleaded, "I cau't stand it. ence.—M
Right or wrong, you must luive uo
Kashjaria.
There are few places In the world
•ecrets from me. It's torture"—
"Ar.anient is useless, Keuueth"- so dllBenlt to get at a* Kashg.irla.
Kathcrlne's \oice was as cold as lier Though It lies In t'Mnese territory, the
look—"quite useless. If I told you Journey from Peking occupies no less

passionless

this, there would be something else to
I am not the woman foi
you. You are ιη>ί tïw» Lia for me."
"Did you lov» me an I"— began Wie
morrow.

man

passionately.

"It's not a tjueitioa of love," return
ed the girl. "I'm uot going to allow
you to spoil my life with your unbearable «'o :lita, nor will I sacrifiée
my laillvldrrJUy on the ultar of youi
jealousy. Ve have gone through thl*
before, an»· you l>eat down my reason
by appcu'ijg to my affection. Now I
choo. e to be free. to put you out of my
life once nud for all."

Ill thv days following ilsdley strove
reop-P the questlou. but Κ stlierln*
would p-lther answer hi* appeals lu
writing u»r grant him nn lnt«»r\l«»w. no
at L: i l'eu*.· fell between them. Theu
The Captain—'Tain't accesattack?
the jt! « t;lcd to take t:p her life w'; ·ηρ
He'll do it—Judge.
1 It had iweu broken Into l>. the < o:uuig
sary, mum
Llko All the Root
The Lady—My husband la particularly liable to seaslckneae, captain. Could
you tell him what to do in ess· of an

to

t

From India carathan six mouths.
van* fake two months. I avlpg t > rmm
meanwhile t'ie three highest mountain
ranges Ιτι the world by v.. j of several
feet altovc sea
passes menant lug

level.
Then from the tall end of the Rut.
slnn railway system In central Asia
Kashjaria In three
one mry reach
weeks by several routes, all Involving
the transit of difficult an I storm swept
passes.
Ka«hgirla Is said to cover an are®
of 3."*».0rt> square miles a st.tt'-Tvnt
that lia* lltfli» ln»ere«t until con«!d«feu
In relation to the pntportion which la
It Is stnr'llng to
cultivated by man.
tieen
realize that human endeavor h
»
capable of r»*" Ting fertile II"' more
than a hundredth part and that ninety-nine hundredths of It Is IrredeeoiA·
ble desert.- Blackwood'* Magazine.
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Mrs. Geo. Hersey and daughter, Mies
Zelma, arrived here Saturday night from
New Jersey. The family will occupy
Mr. the M. E. parsonage. Mr. Hereey since
hi· arrival two weeks ago has installed
steam heaters in his own home on Elm
Street and in the homes of F. R. Dyer
and A. W. Pottle. He is now putting
in a heater at the bome of Alfred Cole.
He has in the mean time completed his
foundry building and attended to tbe
moving of his household effects He is
a busy man and bis many friends in this
phce give him and his family a hearty
welcome.
Nezinscot Lodge of Odd Fellows work·
ed the initiatory degree on one candidate

schoonover occupied
Remember the sale and chicken-pie
it« pulpit 01 tb.
sapper at the Universallet church
In
sale
Most of the
Sunday
next week, Nov. 20.
«
tables will be arranged on the upper
the
in
and
door at the entrance
parlor.
The articles for sale will include useful
and fancy articles, aprons, dressed dolls,
many things suitable for Christmas gifts.
Home made candy will also be on sale.
Down stairs in Good Will Hall the stage
will be occupied by the Junior Y. P. C.
U. and will be fitted up to represent
"Elizabeth in her German Garden."
Mysterious plants will bloom in this
garden, and the fruit on the fortune tree
may solve many of the riddles of life.
Waiters dressed in white will assist to
serve the supper which will consist of
1·" T"M,I,J
chicken pies, with cranberry sauce, a
Fannie Bi.be. Lovejoy.
great variety of fancy cakes, etc. Supp
^
Wednoe^y evpnin^i
ttu
per will be served from 5:30r. m. to 7:80.
After the supper tables are cleared away
of an hour
a variety
entertainment
«" .tate in.pec.or
or more will be given consisting of vocal
and instrumental music, duets, songs, a
Bunting la taking a
male quartette, readings, etc. Some of
b! F'
the children will also assist. Some of cation and kia plac» "
the best local talent in this vicinity has
been engaged, also some from out of
town, and the programme is sure to be
pleasing. Price of supper tickets incents;
cluding the entertainment 25
children under 12 years, 15 cents; admission to entertainmeut without supper, 10 cente.
The Ladies' Social Circle of the Free
Baptist church will hold a sale at Grange
Hall Wednesday afternoon and eveuing,
Wyman of Norway was »n
Nov. 13, to which all are cordially invito
ed to come and see if they have not got
something you wisU to buy. A good
social time is expected. The following
«ill bebeldln Garland
are the committees on the several tables:
ν

η

the

Oonpe~«»^

>»',

J

°ΤΚη^»ϊ^£'Χ'Λ

Hon. Edward L. Parrie returned to
A. E. Fo&bes.
(ilOKIil M. ATWOOD.
New York last week. Mrs. Parrie and
E. L. Parrie, Jr., expect to remain here
Tkhms —41.50 a rear If pal<l strictly In advance. until January.
Hhcrwlec li.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cento.
Orlando A. Thayer goes to Florida
All legal advertisement* I this week where he is to spend the winΛ ΐ'νκκπΛΚΜΚΜΤβ
for
are given three connective insertion·
ter and avoid the cold weather.
contract*
l>er Inch to length of column. Special
The Baptist Sewing Circle gave a supmade with local, transient and yearly advert!·
ere.
per and entertainment at Cummlngs
After the enter•lue Ρκϋτπχβ —Sew type, faet preeeee, electric Hall Friday evening.
power, experience·! workmen an«l low prloee 1 tainment, which consisted of recitations
combine to make thl« department of our buel
and music, the young people enjoyed a
β ·μ complete and popular.
social.
Hear Admiral Henry W. Lyon, who is
«"VWI-E rftPIB*.
«rent upon the
a guest at "Lyonsden,"
cent»
tangle Copies of the IVmocrat are four
retired list of the United States Navy
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
reached the age
the publisher· or for the convenience of patron* last Friday, having
jingle copie· of each Is. uc have t>een placed or limit. Admiral Lyon commanded the
•at.* at the following placée In the County
"Dolphin" during the Spanish war and
Shurtieff's Drug Store.
South Parle,
has since been in command of the
Noye·'Drug Store.
Norway,
"Olympia" and the naval stations at
Stone'· Drug Store.
> Ifred Cole, Poetmaater.
Huckflel'l,
Portsmouth, Honolulu and San FrauM r«. Harlow. Poet Offlce.
Ρ irl» Hilt,
cieco. He was promoted for heroic conW et Parle.
Samuel T. White.
at the time of the typhoon at
duct
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Samoa in 18S9. The Admiral proposes
to make extensive repairs upon his place
Coming Evente.
at Paris Hill next season and it is understood that he and Mrs. Lyon are to
Nov. 12, 13.—Oxford Association of Uni ver
make their home here.
sallst·, Turner Center.
Miss Edna Luce, who has been teachNov. ^.—Thanksgiving.
ing the school here very acceptably,
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
having failed to recover from her recent
sickness sufficiently to go on with her
work, has decided to give up teaching
Thanksgiving.
Apron table—Mrs. Elmer Hammoad, Mr*.
Men's Cloth s.
for the remainder of the term, and the Loral
ne F. Willie.
Fur Driving coats and Cape.
school officers have been fortunate in
Faucy table—Mrs. A. D. Coburn, Mies Clara church pave a ITlincnι p» 3
You Will All Agree.
of
Sou'h
Walker
Miss
Alta
Berry.
securing
Probate Notices.
Hall Friday evening, which was mu h
C&mly table—Mrs. G. A. Smith.
Appointment of Administratrix.
1'aris, who will tinish the present term.
Novelty ami fortune table—Mre. S. T. White, enjoyed.
Putting It off
is a graduate of Bates Mre. Samuel
Walker
Miss
Jr.
jj. Ε. society
For Sal"· or to I.ease.
Food table—Mrs. E. L. I'ortor.
College and a successful teacher of large
I.ovell Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
- '»,d
Miss Ella Ζ Berry attended the Free *
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
experience.
Wanted at Once
returned
has
East
Miss Ruth I. Stearns
Baptist Quarterly Conference at
«.«nine th. M» Star
Notice of Bankruptcy.
home from Connecticut, where ehe has Hebron last week.
For Sale.
.aa vi.ited by tbe .Uto
fall.
and
rented
have
and
James Lapham
been during the summer
pigs for Saltfamily
fresbments were served and it proved t0
Mrs. O. A. Thayer entertained a few O. D. Ellingwood's house.
Mere and There.
at a card party
has
returned
frieuds
and
Miss Marjorie McKenuey
neighbors
home from Lisbon.
last Friday.
W. A. Buntlng< and family·
rowho
E.
O.
Rev.
Isabella S. Macduff was called to
Kev.
resigned
to
beTaylor,
"Lo! the poor Indian," is soon
offiof
the
she
where
last
week
the
West Sumner.
Ν.
in
Baptist
pastorate
Berlin,
H.,
cently
come almost an unknown quantity
is with his family at Mrs. ciated at a funeral on Wednesday.
It was Mr.
H. Emery of the Civic
air. E.
»
this country—in fact, is nearly that now church here,
Mr.
reRev. Mr. Joslyn of Norway has
W. G. Hammond's for a short time.
lectured here
When the principal rem nan ts of the race
League who was to
at
soto
call·»
the
of
Methodist
receive»!
has
bis
in
preach
pastorate
signed
Taylor
Prinfcle.
of red men in America were settled
of
at
Hannaford
and
G.
B.
Rev.
Georgetown,
here.
a
Mass.,
ciety
part Grafton,
what was once Indian Territory,
is considering, with a Kumford has preached at the Methodist
he
which
doubt-1
was
Mass.,
it
ol which is now Oklahoma,
that he may accept the latter. church for two Sundays, and it is exless thought that the land would be probability
pected he will supply the vacant pulpit
sufficient lor their simple needs, without
West Bethel.
for a time, and probably will remain in
much margin of wealth, unless the re·!
"
of
the
the
tree»,
sighing
By
this vicinity quite a part of the time or
to make
man acquired enough energy
Β ν the dropping of the leavee,
until further arrangements.
I
of
the
out
of
tlie kigkeat term. of th. »ork doneb,
himself
full
of
product
grain,
riches for
By the garner»
Mrs. John L. Marshall and daughter,
By the stubble on the plain,
the soil. But in the course of the years,
all
harvest
of
the
Bv
to
Lisbon
gathered
disTuesday
Elizabeth, went
»i'«nd daughter, Mr..
and quite rapidly of late, it has been
We note the coining of the fall."
last week. Mr. and Mrs. Marshall have
these
went to Ι'"'· "Ι" T««d.i
covered that certain portious of
no
afternoon
of
homo
tho
No
gentility-^
near
ring—
a
rent
secured
p«*rk—no
very
to attend the funeral of Mr». Yo
g
lands are rich in oil anil gas, and the No company—no
nobility—
Mrs. Marshall's sister, Mrs. Harold GerIndians are now drawing fat royalties So warmth, no cheerfulness, no hcjlthful ease.
household
their
moved
have
and
member—
rish,
without
In
feel
went
to
Bucked
No
comfortable
any
Ilatt
from these God-given products,
goods there where they will make a Tuesday to spend a few weeks with Mrs.
estimated No -hule, no *hlne, no butterflle', no bees.
having to lift a finger. Ii is
fluwera. no leaven, no bird*, home. Mr. Marshall ie still
No fruit*, no
employed
of
rate
development,
Novmber!—Hood.
that at the present
as a salesman.
W. R. Corps, will
within live years every Indian man,
Apples which were frozen in October
Miss Alice E. Barden accompanied by b-ive their anniversary dinner ir
an
woman and child will be in receipt of
are now being used in making cider.
went
F.
Mrs.
C.
her mother.
Barden,
Is
independent income of ?10U0 per year.
Watler Strickland and wife of Wake·
last Saturday to Lewieton where she
there a parallel in the history of any Held, Mass., were in town last week.
a
before
large audience
sang that evening
Almon Tyler is confined to the house in
people?
Empire Theatre. There was a
has
been
weeks
for
and
many
by illness,
popular prize contest for the best child
Oxford County orcbardists are not the unable to work.
singer, and by decision of the audience you get out Without hav.DK to drtw on
to
Berhas
W.
Brown
hit
Sarah
haid
Mrs.
are
who
gone
srate
Mies Alice was awarded one of the cash
only people in the
your pocketbook yon will be lucky.
fall. With a lin, Ν. II., to spend the winter with her
by the early freeze of the
prizes.
Elsina Coffin.
of
Mrs.
sister,
standard
the
of
product
held
an
small crop
The W. C. T. U.
interesting
and the
Cars of lumber are being sent daily and
potatoes iu Aroostook County,
profitable meeting last Thursday
this statiou by the Paris Manurot making inroads even on that, the from
afternoou with Rev. I. S. Macdufi.
freeze facturing Co. and the Percy Lumber
S. W. Dunham aud wife have returned
shortage of labor and the untimely
and it Co.
bad
in
shape,
the
potatoes
caught
home, but expect soon to visit in Water- swett of Canton are visiting with Mre.
recoveris
John B. Murphy
gradually
is said that hundreds of acres aro frozen
ville.
continued illness.
int
the ground. An unusually large ing from his long
of
in
the
Denniclerk
Flora
Mrs.
are
Lary,
apBryant's Pond.
□umber of Aroostook farmers
in
the
assistant
office,
and
son
store
post
Benjamin R. Billings secured a fine
torn Massachusetts
pearing in the bankruptcy courts.
is well fitted for the position she holds.
It
Ledge.
deer Friday near Buck
Elbert K. Biiggs came home frum
250 pounds. This is the third
Some fault is found because the Unit- South Paris Saturday and visited his weighed
deer shot in town so far this season.
ed states government is encouraging the sister, Mrs. W. K. Cuminings, in Albany,
November ltlth will be Brothers' day
cents
oefore returning to bis place of work.
tipping habit by allowing forty
in Franklin Grange and a very enthu«Λη very robust and they bave(leculthe traveling expenses
in
for
and
last
of
tips
storm
day
the
Since
Saturday
per
siastic meeting is expected.
ed for that reason to give up
of employee when on the road. Well, Sunday brooks and rivers are full to
Miss Abbi« Faruum's school on the TUev lost by freezing more than 100
the government ought to be censured overflowing, and there is water, water
Gore closed Nov. 1.
for countenancing the evil practice. But everywhere.
much
The heavy rain* bave doue
from
probably the lustiest kick will come
Wesley Dennis, while working for Dcnto roads in town.
the grafters who get the forty cents. uieon & Co. in the Haskell grist mill, damage
Gerry Wiug is clerking for Edwin County
Company wwe*®movThink of it! Forty cents to be divided carelessly inserted his right hand too
porters and deeply in the hopper, grinding off the Andrews.
among all the waiters,
was
new
A
telephone company
leeches to be encountered in a day's index finger, and badly lacerating others.
here last Saturday.
Elbridge
The owners of Gore Mountain line, O.
travel. To be sure, a man might have He came very near losing the whole organized
was
chosen president and II. I). I.
Crooker
ten cent piece
Swift, Geo. West, H. B. Maxim and
u.iuu.
courage to leave a measly
and
treasurer.
Cole
secretary
of
others net poles last week and connected
under his plate, if he could get out
is
Bacon
Ab»?l
slowly.
very
improving
with
the Oxford County Hue.
Locke's Mills.
sight before the waiter discovered it,
The epool mill Rtarted again Nov. ή,
Mrs. II. S. Robertson, Patriotic Inbut how could he preserve his self-reThe V. I. sewing circle met with Mrs. after a week's shut down for repairs.
infinitesimal
structor, W. R C., gave a brief talk to
Chas. Bartlett on Wednesday.
spect when dropping that
The Cresceut Dramatic Co. will pre- the children Sunday in the Baptist
coin into the open palm of a lordly PullS. H. Foster is running the engine at sent the "Moonshiner's
the
at
Daughter"'
him half
church explaining the work and organman porter who has just given
the spool mill for a few days, while Mr.
Opera House Nov. 10
ized a band of mercy to be known as the
a dozen swipes with a corn broom?
Boubier is moving into one of the newFreeman Morse and party leave Satur- Mollyockett Band.
rente on School Street.
hunt.
a two weeks'
on
Hill
for
Β
day
At the husking Friday night of last
Mitt» Jenuie CofSu of Mechanic Palls
An administrator hat* been appointed
They will live in a tent.
week at A. G. Farrar's there were about
Abbott's.
at
Mont
is
Washvisiting
on the estate of the late George
Master Herschel Wing was given a fifty present. A substantial repast was
Mrs. F;»nnle IJtt'efield visited relaNov 6. It was his twelfth birth- served just before midnight to which all
ington. tiret president of the United
at Stouehani last week. party
friends
and
tives
a
late
rather
is
it
be
sure,
States. To
day.
did justice. The company did not leave
route between this place
The
to
stage
is
prosesimply
the
J. A. Titus is having the sign changer! until every e»r was husked.
purpose
day, but
and llanover is to be discontinued after
of
in
behalf
reads
"J.
Washington's
now
It
claim
market.
a
meat
his
cute
on
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Packard went to
13th.
heirs to certain lands in Ohio granted November
A. Titns & Son."
Auburn last week to visit their son
Mrs. Reuben Rand went to Curtis
him by congress. One of the tiacts of
Schools in the Union District closed James and his family. Prom there they
on Saturday, Nov. 2d, to attend
land includes a portion of the site of Coruer
Nov. 1. The winter term will begin in will go to South Windham.
Mise Carrie Rand.
Cincinnati. Past experience with that the wedding of
two weeks.
Mrs. Ann West had an ill turn Thursis
Boston
of
Charles
Mr.
Farrington
belief
to
the
lead
kind of claims doesn't
The old fashioned husking at Win. S. day that was undoubtedly caused by
here in town.
relatives
will
be
heirs
the
visiting
to
was
attended.
1
well
that the proceeds
Davis & Son's Nov.
heart trouble. Since then she has not
Mrs. Meroah Bryant is visiting her
There were 56 present.
anything rich.
entirely recovered the use of her hands.
son, A. B. Bryant.
The recent rain has rendered the
Mrs. Lola Foster, of Evergreen TemGreenwood.
roads almost
impassable. In some
The country is soon to be attiicted ple, Brvant Pond, attended the district
to
occasion
have
one
Should
any
places the water stands several feet
with another Thaw trial, but apparently convention of Pythian Sisters which was
rewho
man
for
the
search
prophesied
is
deep over the road. The meadow adwith extenuating circumstances. It
held at Hanover November 4th.
cently that the worid is drying up, it is joining this village looks like a lake and
announced, apparently with some auThere was no meeting at the Union
'bought he would be found near the >ne bridge has been lifted out of place
a witchurch Sunday, Rev. Mr. Schoonover source of *alt Kiver.
thority, that Evelyn will not be
"unwritby the water.
ness at this trial, and that tbe
unable to drive down from Bethel,
being
The recent rains have done an imthe deten law" will be discarded by
as the water was up over the road.
the
to
of
roads,
mense amount
damage
The following composition, written by
fence, which will rely upon the plea of
and our road commissioner has had a a girl about 1*2 years old, a pupil in the
Hebron.
insanity. For this relief we should be
crew out for the purpose of making West Sunnier
school, is published by
thankful.
On Friday evening. Nov. 1st, The Tyro- them passable once more. There can be
request :
Cinic Adelphic Society gave an entertain- no great drouth of water for a while at
WE8T SlIiNKU SCHOOL.
Elections were held Tuesday in thir- ment consisting of a concert by the least.
On Oct. 30, '07, as it was on the last
In Massachusetts Governor Hawthorne Musical Club of Boston. The
Miss Annie Richardson closed her fall
teen states.
The teacher
Guild was re-elected by a plurality of evening was greatly enjoyed by all term of school last Friday, the afternoon dav of Oct. of this year.
her school at
over 100,000—so lame that his Demo- present.
being occupied by singing, declamations, (Miss Helen A. Haine) told
Whitney,
cratic opponent, Henry M
Saturday forenoon there was a closely music from the phouograph, aud the which number eighteen, if they would
a walk
•'can't understand it." fliggins. Demo- contested football game between Kent's exercises followed by a tine treat for the work very hard thev would take
So at half
of Rhode Hill and Hebron, scoring 12-10 in favor scholars and
is it was so very pleasent.
crat, is re-eiected governor
company, the latter of
the
Island. Tammany still rules New York of Hebron. In the evening our boys whom consisting of nearly a dozen per- parsed two the school was closed for
more mayor had
quite a celebration with boniires. sons. The scholars all did well, not a •lay. They went up Pleasent Pond Hill
city, Tom Johnson is once
failure occurring,
of Clevelaud, and Salt Lake City goes speeches, etc.
although some of and then on to the Pinacle. They enTree. Mereerve of Shaw University, them were little tots, having seen hardly joyed every moment, as the time seemed
anti-Mormon stronger tliau ever before.
And they thought of the
very short.
Otherwise the election results are not of N. C., gave a lecture Saturday evening. mote than half a decade of years.
in studing was
Maine Sunday he spoke twice, telling of the
On visiting an orchard recently where hard work they had spent
particular signiticauce, and we inthirteen
and
not
lost.
work South among the Indians
They thanked their teacher
look on and wonder why those
'he owner was gathering his apples, he
states have annual elections, anyway.
Negroes, giving statistics that surprised said there would probably be left on the greatly was it.
Bkui.au F. RonniNs,
many of his listeners. Pres. Merserve ground one hundred bushels of natural
Maine News >otes.
of West Sumner,
also addressed the students at morning fruit, besides some grafted. There were
a member of the S. S. S.
exercises Monday.
several Porter trees, under which lay
Several of last June's graduates were barrels of apples, then right in their
East Sumner.
The body of William Bruce, who was here over Sunday, among them Mr. Stobie
prime; and he said any one might have
at
Dexter
Wassokeag
The Congregational ladies' fair and
drowned in I.ake
and \lton DeLano.
them all for their picking. Some one
late Thursday
on the 2d, was found
The Ladies' Circle supper Tuesday has said that ''liberal, not lavish, is kind sale, which was postponed on account of
afternoon and was taken to Hath for was largely attended, more than 1U0 Nature's hand;" but there may be ex- the sudden affliction to mauy interested
will take place on Thursday afterburial.
being present.
ceptions even to that rule, the same as iu it, and
uoou
evening, Nov. 21st. In the
Several from Hebron Grange attended to nearly all others.
last
made
nominations
of
The list
and the
Pomona Orange at Oxford Tuesday.
Fred Noyes of Bryant's Pond called ou evening supper will be served
week by Governor Cobb includes the reentitled the "Old
us the other day on his way home from laughable comedy
nomination of Judge Ilenry C. I'eabodv
Maids' Convention" will be presented at
Denmark.
a festival, and caused his phonograph to
of the Supreme Judicial Court for a secHall. A jolly good time may be
Mr. William Potter has sold his farm •sing quite a number of pieces for our Grange
ond term.
Only two of them were expected.
to Mr. Cobb, also Mr. Cobb has bought amusement.
Cyrus B. Heald and family have movAnother tragedy has been added to Mr. Augustus Pingree's old barn and familiar and they were: "Nearer My
ed into* the Congregational parsonage
the list of hunting accidents in Maine. will build a camp on the shore of Moose (iod to Thee,'" and "Take the Name of
for the winter, or until he may purchase
.Jesus With You."
The victim, James O'Keefe of Sebois, Pond.
We are in receipt of the Illuminated a stand.
Mr. Joseph Colby, 80 years of age, a
was instantly killed in Pierce's sporting
Ë. I. Brown and family have moved to
from a ritie much respected citizen of this place, World Life, published
monthly by
camp at Sebois by a bullet
Portland for the winter. Some one will
in tbe hands of John Morris, a Pole, died very suddenly Tuesday night. Ile Illuminated World Life Publishing Co.,
of Denmark Minneapolis, Miun. Irisa pamphlet of remain on the place here and look after
who had been in this country but a was a charter member
the stock.
short time and had no knowledge of tire- Lodge, I. O. O. F., No. 50, and was .sixteen pages, contains several large
Rev. Ε. H. Emery of the Christian
Morris was examining tbe ritie, buried bv that order Friday. He leaves colored picture*, a fair amount of readarms.
Civic
League gave an address at the
ing matter, one page being devoted to
which had been left iu a corner of the a wife and an adopted daughter.
on Sunday, Nov. 3d, and
an iuquest
rain of the past few days rditorial work, accompanied by a small lUptist church
decided
The
coroner
A
heavy
camp.
an illustrated lecture at the Congrenot necessary. Morris can not has swelled the river and springs to but well executed cartooA entitled, The
was
on Monday evening folMinnesota Strong Man. It represents gational church
overflowing.
speak English.
attended and
Governor Johnson holding the state lowing. Both were well
Mr Emery ie no rantAt Squaw Mountain Thursday Jame«
East Brownfield.
aloft in one hand and containing these very interesting.
er, but a candid, impressive speaker,
Murray of Shawniut was shot through
Last Saturday the remains of Mrs. words: "Minnesota 70,000 plurality for
in a good cause, and his
the hip by the accidental discharge of a Thomas Sullivan, who formerly lived Johnson for
governor." Under the that is earnest
ritie in tbe hands of Joshua Emery. here, were brought from Conwav, X. cartoon are these words which explain remarks are usually well received.
The general store operated by the late
The two men were on a hunting trip,
"Now, it seems as if a
H., for burial in Brownfield Center 1 themselves:who
Ellis P. Russell is now open and run by
can do that with a Rcami Emery was raiding bin ritie, with OmetTv.
Democrat
>
the Union." his widow assisted by Carl Stephens.
his thumb on the hammer, to fhnot at
Mrs. Z'lpha Colby lia* bceu entertain- publican state might carry
It seems a pity that so many nice
deer, when hi* thumb slipped and the ing visitors.
Looking out for presidential timber a
j
should spoil on the trees when
Λ
team soon after
be
remains
to
apples
was
and
it
discharged.
beforehand;
gun
Brownfield Grammar School closed year
have been used to aid those
they
is
might
selected.
stick
came along the tote road where the men
seen
which
j
last Friday for a short vacation
destitute of such good fruit. The crop
were, and Murray wax taken to tbe
N.
was
Arthur DeWitteof Eaton,
H.,
was large, help scarce, and the weather
Oxford.
hospital at Bangor, and died there the In town last week buying apples, many
cold. Doubtless thousands of bushels
next day.
Murray was 37 years of age, of which are being shipped.
Dr. Oakes of Auburn was here on
spoiled that it would have been better to
and leaves a wife and a child.
Rev. Mr. Nickerscn assisted by Rev. Sunday to visit Mrs. I. N. Keith, who is have even
given for the picking. But
and
Miss
an
service
aud
Mrs.
Hatch
held
ill.
Mr.
McBride
Mr.
interesting
very
The trial of Harvey A. Sear les of
giving something for nothing is not
with
her.
Nov.
are
Hall
McDonald
Eliza
in
evening,
Sunday
wife
Bradbury
Chesterville for the murder of his
generally considered good financial
There were about fifty present.
A chicken pie supper and sale was
3
came to an abrupt end in the Supreme
at Temperance Hall Friday evening policy.
held
Judicial Court at Farmington Thursday.
Byron.
by the Congregational Ladies' Society.
Mason.
On the 14th of July last, Searlee fatally
Mrs. Jotbarn Shaw, who has been ill $36 was cleared.
■hot his wife, tben shot his brother,
lots of rain.
rain,
Rain,
Hall
at
met
Robinson
Pomona Grange
with whom she was at the time, and for a long time, died Saturday, Nov. 2d.
E. C. Uhlman has sold bis home place
with a good attendance. The
later shot himself. Neither of the men Funeral Tuesday. North Star Grange, Tuesday
to Everett M. Wheeler, and hia outland
on
twelve
conferred
was
fifth
was
degree
of which she has been lecturer, brought
was fatally
injured. The defence
and Leon H. Tyler,
candidates, six men and six women. A to Douglas Cushing
insanity, and at the request of Searlee' a handsome pillow with the word ''Sis- clue of 45 will receive the let and 2d and he is talking of moving to the far
the
were
numerous
while
in
and
there
ter" on it
attorneys he had been for a
Northwest.
degrees at the next meeting of the
inxane hospital at Augusta for observa- other floral offerings.
T. E. Weetleigh has moved hie family
IbarraState
16th.
Nov.
Deputy
East
Wingrange,
the
of
Mrs.
N.
Green
and
Mr.
tion. At the trial Dr. Sanborn,
into town.
bee will be present at that time.
of
wife
Green
and
testified
Austin
Milton,
of
the
hospital,
throp,
Ε. H. Morrill has bought a nice pair of
euparintendent
The Congregational Ladies' Society
that in his opiniou Searles was not in- Mam·., W. A. Knapp and wife of East
steers.
met at Mrs.
Wednesday
Newport'·
the
in
town
to
attend
the
were
At
Dixfield
the
he
did
shooting.
when
sane
Archie Hutchinson has been doing
afternoon.
conclusion of Dr. Sanborn's testimony, funeral of Mrs. Shaw.
on his buildings,
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose of Readfleld quite extensive repairs
The late rain carried off two bridges
Searles withdrew bis plea of not gailtv
walla.
ι clapboardiog and ehingling the
House.
Lake
View
the
at
are
and pleaded guilty and was sentenced to in town and washed the toads badly.
H Morrill ia shingling the Willi of
Ε.
her
ν
ClottdmanU
MUa
«later,
lilting
Hunters are quite numerous aroand
state prison for life. Searles is 30 year·
the 0.0. Mason barn.
Mr·. Oook.
hare.
HI· wlia waa 81.
of
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Saturday night.

Field Secretary, Edward H. Emery, of
Sanford spent Sunday here in the in-

CORNISH DIALECT.

AN INGRATE SOLDIER.

Buckfleld.

Bethel·

Dq„

Hi· Cowardly Action Was the Making
of a Nobleman.
Here le a story of the battlefield.
There Tas war between the Swedes
and the Danes. One day a great battle wag fought, and the Swedes were
beaten and driven from the field. A
soldier of tbe Danes who bad been
wounded was sitting on the

slightly

ground.

He
flask.

some one

say:

from

a

about to take a drink
All at once be heard

was

"Oh, sir, give

me a

dying!"

drink, for I

am

It was a wounded Swede who spoke.
He was lying on the ground only a little way off. The Dane went to him at
of bis
once. He knelt down by tbe side
fallen foe and pressed the flask to his
is
lips. "Drink," said he, "for thy need
greater than mine."
Hardly bad he spoken these words
when the Swede raised himself on his
elbow. He pulled a pistol from his
and shot at the man who would

terests of the Christian Civic League of
Maine. Suoday morning be occupied
the Baptist pulpit and gave a helpful
and inspiring talk on Christian citizenship, appealing to all good men to work
for righteoueness and purity in political
life. In the evening Mr. Emery gave an
interesting and instructive illustrated
lecture at the Methodist cburcb, explain- pocket
ing the work of the League and showing have befriended him. Tbe bullet grazed
some of the difficulties of the work and
the Dane's shoulder, but did not do
aome of the ingenious methods of those
him much harm.
who are trying to evade the laws.
was
"Ah, you rascal!" ho cried. "I
Mr. Lawrence Buck of Traverse City,
and you repay
befriend
to
you,
and
going
Monday
Michigan, spent Sunday
Now I will
me by trying to kill me.
with relatives and friends in town.
Mrs. Everett R. Josselyn of Portland punish you. I would have given you
visited friends in town Tuesday and all the water, but now you eball have
drank
Wednesday.
only half." And with that he
Grand Matron, Elizabeth Lynch, of
to
tbe half of it and then gave the rest
Bar Harbor, inspected tbe local chapter,
Swede.
tbe
0. E. S., on Tuesday afternoon.
When the king of the Danes heard
Wednesday evening the ladies of the
this he sent for the soldier and
about
Baptist circle held a harvest suppor at
which was well had him tell the story just as it was.
the church vestry,
the
"Why did you spare the life of
patronized in epite of the pouring rain.
Mrs. A. C. Haley of Lisbon Falls was Swede after he had tried to kill you?"
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Pottle Monday asked tbe king.
"I
and Tuesday.
"Because. sir," said the soldier,
A eocial was held at tbe home of the
could never kill a wounded enemy."
pastor of the Methodist church Friday
"Then you deserve to be a nobleevening. A goodly number were present.
snid the king. And he rewarded
mnn,"
Miss Flora E. Whitman of the Mounta knight and givain District is attending the high school him by makLig blm
and boards with Mrs. Pottle.
ing him a noble title.—"Famous Stories
Wm. Mitchell and daughter Uetold."
Mrs.
Mary of Lynn have been visiting Mies
Lizzie Allen. Mrs. Mitchell left here
DO YOUR LEVEL BEST.
about nineteen years ago. They occupied the house that is now the Baptist Put the Right Spirit Into Your Work
parsonage.
and Keep Your Ideal· High.
Alfred Cole ts building an addition to
Put the right spirit into your work.
the rear of tbe post office building and
Treat your calling as divine, as a call
will finish a rent over the office.
Low fares and the Bates-Bowdoin from principle. If the thing itself be
football game drew a goodly number of not
ImiHjrtnut, the spirit in which you
our people to Lewiston Saturday.
hold of it makes all the difference
take
The remains of Miss Effie Bennett
It can mako or
were brought here from Augusta Satur- In the world to you.
day, Nov. 2d, and the funeral was held mar tbe man. You cannot afford
from the home of her brother, Fred
grumbling service or botched work in
Bennett.
your life's record. You cannot afford
Lovell.
to form a habit of half doing things or
Nettie Andrews, who has been visit- of doing them in the spirit of a drudge,
ing here, hae gone to Massachusetts for for this will drag Its slimy trail through
short time.
career, always huAlbertha G. Andrews is visiting in all your subsequent
miliating yon at the most unexpected
Boston,
Let other people do the po>r
The town schools have closed tbe fall times.
terms.
Jobs, the botched work, if they will
LeBaron Bros, are working on an Keep your standards up, your ideals
order of 5000 crates in which to ship
high.
<&
canned apples for II. C. Baxter
Tbe attitude with which a mau apBrother.
his task has everything to do
Mrs. Mary W. Bell is at Dr. King's proaches
with the quality and efficiency of his
Hospital in Portland, and her recovery
work and with its intlnence upon his
seems doubtful.
Ralph Charles is stopping at the vil- character. What a man does is a part
of himself, it is the self expression of
lage.
Ο. E. Andrews is packing apples in what he stands for. Our life work Is
Denmark.
an outplcturing of our ambition, our
W. O. Brown and wife are at home ideals, our real selves. If you see a
from Jackson, Ν. H., where they have
man's work, you see the man.
been during the summer.
No one can respect himself or have
James C. Stearns has sold his farm to
that sublime faitli in himself which Is
C. R. Pottle.
Mrs. Will S. Fhx, who has been quite essential to all high achievements
when he puts mean, half hearted, slipsick, is reported better.
Geo. W. Walker and wife have re- shod service into what he does.
He
turned from Boston.
cannot get bis highest self approval until he does his level best.—Success.
East Bethel.
J. M. Bartlott had a telephone put in
his house last week.
A GIRL'S HEELS
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Trask recently
viBited relatives at South Paris.
Her Shoe* Said to B· an Index to
Mrs. Charles Barker visited relatives
Her Character.
at South Paris last week.
"If you want to know whether a
Mr. John Fifield and Mr. Ransom
Cummings of Bryant's Pond visited at girl Is slovenly or not look at her
Gen. K. Hastings' last week.
heels," «aid the wise woman to the
Mrs. G. N. Sanborn and little daugh- young man who was contemplating
ter visited the
past week with her matrimony. "Her gown may be pretparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kimball.
ty, her hat becoming, her neckwear
and
Miss
Greenwood
Miss Rose
trim and neat and lier gloves well fitat
Bartvisited
J.
M.
Margaret Whidden
ting. but if her heels are run over look
lott's last week.
Her trlmness In other reout for her.
North Waterford.
spects simply denotes that she is neat
she will make an
Frank McAllister shot a floe deer last spasmodically, that
effort to keep things tidied and in orweek.
The reception and dance given by Mr. der only when she is urged to or beand Mrs. Ernest Brown was well attend- cnuse she lias some special provocaed and a good time reported.
tion. But by nature she is slack. The
There were quite a number taken in- man that marries a girl with perpetuto Waterford Grange at the last meeting.
ally run over heels will find her comMrs. Susan M. Nason, who has been
ing to the breakfast table as soon as
is
in
her
with
sick
head,
neuralgia
quite
the honeymoon is over in a tumbled
to
of
the
home
so
has
back
better,
gone
her son, Ernest Nason, where Hhe will kimono and with her hair in curl pastav a while.
lters. She never will l>e a good houseFred Stone of Norway was at Fred keeper.
Black's taking a picture of a cat eight"On the other^hand. I've seen glrle
een
years old, also a picture of Mrs. who maybe did not have such a trim
Black's little niece.
appearance, whose hnlr was apt to be
Bertie Moulton, who has bad a piece
a little flying, but whose heels rested
has
not
of his finger taken off twice,
011 the ground, and never did
flriuly
to
the
hospital.
gone
were in the slovenly
Daniel Lebroke has gone to Lovell to I discover they
clasa.
Maybe they were not careful
visit liis daughter, Mrs. Geo. Marston.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton York, Mrs. Parris enough of outward appearances, but
Paige, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Saunders and they kept their buttons sewed on, rips
Mr. and Mrs. D. Π. Lebroke were taken repaired, spots sponged off and their
into Waterford Grange at the last meet- rooms In Immaculate order."
Exing. Next meeting will have a baked change.
beau supper.
—

Hiram.
Mr. Ezra W. Bosworth is buildings
scale across the street from his grain
mill.
Mr. Albion Moulton of Ohio has passed
several weeks with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Reuben S. Moulton.
The rain of Wednesday and Wednesday night did much damage to the

hay

Envy.

"I wish I were strong and healthy
and magnificent as that, man over
there," sl;;he.l the delicate, thin man,
"but, then, it isn't worth while to envy
people, to envy anybody, in this old
world. I bad a friend once who was
taller than he aud finer and more magof splendid physique.
nificent,
You'd think, to look at him, that he
would have lived forever, but he is
dead now. Died of some slight troua

man

roads.
Henry N. Burbank and Eii C. Wadsworth aro shipping their apples to England.
ble of Indigestion that a delicate man
Born, Oct 25, a son, to Mrs. Eli C.
might have lived through, and this is
Warisworth.
It is rumored that Hiram Lumber Co. nil I hnve left to remind me of him,
has sold its mills and business to a party this ring with this handsome intaglio.
iu Harrison, and will give possession on It is almost priceless to me and, in
Jan. 1st. We shall sadly mias this firm fact, almost priceless of Itself. Intagthat commenced here in 18ββ under the lios are very rare these days. This is
name of A. A P. B. Young.
exceedingly rare. Some time I will
Hon. Peter B. Young ia in poor health.
Kcnd you a lotter and seal it with the
ring, so von can have the intaglio also
Montville wants to know if any coun- to remind
you that It isn't worth while
try town in Maine has ever given the to envy anybody In this old world."—
country more than five members of ConPress.

Montville
gress. That is the number
claims: Benjamin White, who was in
Ebenezor
Rev.
the 28th Congress;
Knowlton, who was in the 34th Congress;
John T. Averill, who went to Minnesota
and represented that state in Congress;
Richard S. Ayer, who remained in the
South after the war and went to Congress
from Virginia, and the late Seth L. Milliken, who so ably represented this district
in Congress for 16 years. The first fonr
wore reared in the same school district.
W. T. Gilpatrick of Lisbon Falls was
killed Thursday by an electric car on a
steep grade five miles from Brunswick.
After an investigation the officials were
convinced that he bad lain on the track
while walking from the railroad station,
where he arrived on the morning PallHe
man from Portland, to bis home.
was about 30 years old.
It i9 feared that the Bath ship Arthur

Sewall is lost. She sailed with coal from
Delaware Breakwater for Seattle early in
April, and should have arrived weeks
ago. A vessel answering her description
has been reported on the rocks in the
Straits of Magellan. She carried a crew
of about thirty men.

Burglars blew the safe in the post
Hampden Lower Corner Friday
morning and secured several hundred
dollars' worth of plunder. The break
office at

was not discovered for several hours,
and no clues were loft, though two men
have been arrested on suspicion.

SIGNIFICANT PRAYER.
"May the Lord help yon make BuckA

New York

Bismarck a· a Drinker.
When EI.-:narck was In London In
18-13 he was Invited to visit the famous
brewery of Barclay & Perkins, and his
hosts, having heard of his reputation
as a beer drinker of great prowess,
presented to him an enormous tankard
of old ale, In the confident expectation
that he would be obliged to admit him"I seized the
self vanquished by it.

tankard," Bismarck told Sir Charles
Dilke, who recounted the story, "and
I thought of my country and drank
to

Prussia

and

tilted

it till

It

was

empty. Then I thanked my entertainhope—and sucers—courteously, I

ceeded In making my way as far as
There I sat down In
London bridge.
one of the stone recesses, and for
hours the great bridge went round and
round me."
The Great American Boss.
The average American is blase almost before the Euglish girl Is ready
to leave her school, says a writer. The
Eugllsh girl never leaves her governess
and home before she Is eighteen, while
at the same age the American girl has
Yet the
seen much of the world.
American girl retains her vivacity and
her Interest in everything, and it la
that oue quality, I think, above all others that wins for her the admiration

ef the Englishwoman. The American
looks to her husband aa
master, while the Englishwoman la
taught to do so from her birth.—Tltwoman never

len's Arnica Salve known to all," writes
J. G. Jenkins of Chapel Hill, N. C. "It
1
quickly took the pain out of a felon for Blts.
me and cured it in a wonderfully short
The total area of the Sandwich or
time." Best on earth for sores, burns Hawaiian Islande is about the same aa
and wound·. 25c it F. A. SUurtleff A New
Jerwy.
Co.'· drag store.

6om« Quaint Terms That Are Com·
mon Among th· Native·.
"A hitched my foot Id the sconce
»nd knacked mv nuddlck, and A

wadn't able to clunky for a fortnight."
Readers of dialect tales will proba*»»>· take Κ for granted that this sen
ci.ee Is Scotch. It In, however. Cor·
uls!i and. Iielng Interpreted, means, "I
caught my foot In the pavement and
struc k the nape of my neck, and I was

Fur Driving Coats
and Caps.
to show a fine line
We are now
Coats ranging in price
of these goods.
from $20.00 to $50.00.

prepared

not able to swallow for a fortnight."
There are some quaint terms common In Cornwall which have a pleasing savor of their own. The phrase
"my dear"—prolonged to two syllables
—Is not, for Instance, any Indication of

In fur

Black

Don't ride and shiver this winter but get

They

or

Ing his wife "sonny."

"Young" means simply unmarried. A
bachelor of eighty Is "a young man."
was
Of a bride still In her teens it
better
said that she was "a pretty lot
looking than when she was young."
lie is
An old person is not simply old.
"old ancient." Several New England
localisms are found in Cornish speech,
"chores"
as "cricket" for a small stool,
for
for household Jobs and "dowdy"
the latter
In
America
though
pudding,
word survives only as part of "pandawdy," the delicious deep spiced apple pie of country housewives.
a
A Cornish anecdote relates that
the
small boy left at home to supervise
family dinner while the rest of the
household were at church, having, like
and
King Alfred, neglected his duty
allowed the fig pudding to scorch, in
his dismay ran to the church and from
the doorway made signs to the house
She indignantly
wife to come forth.
time
a
signed hhn to wait, which for
he did. but at length. Iwomlng Impafurtient, cried aloud In reply to her
ίher winks and grimaces, to the scandal of the startled congregation:
"View may winky and skrlnky as
but the tiggy
long as view du plase,
dowdy is burnt gin the crock!"—Liver-

It will

people. and their dispressing problem. Thou-

tourist see the slums, and specialists
th» city for precise Information are sedulously kept out of the
poorest quarters. Japan In so skillfully press a gen ted that the existence of
these miserable purlieus Is not even
suspected by the average student of
conditions. It Is a Journalistic rule In
Japan not to say anything that betrays weakness In the life of the people. and it is a rule generally observ-

studying

Rut tiiere are writers In Japan
ed.
who think that In adopting the civilization of the occident the republican
form of govern nient should also have
been Imported, and these give the ministry trouble at tintes by telling plain,
The Kokumin
nnpalntable truths.
newspaper detailed a representative to
live the life of the lowest and poorest
In Tokyo, and his articles dealing with
life In the Shltaya district created an
Wheu translated
Immense sensation.
Into English In pamphlet form the
government promptly bought up the

Some

BHAINS

Anh

ever

$4.00. The latter real seal.
give us pleasure to show these goods.
Yours truly,

shown,

to

when

day

ready

for

men's

clothing.

you get
clothes, we

new

some

would like to show you our aswearables.
men's
sortment of
You'll see some of the best in

We like to sell you Hart,
Schafiner & Marx clothes because

they're

all

wool,

and

question

no

about it ; we feel safe if you buy
these clothes ; we know they're
right in every way. When we
sell them to you
be satisfied.

we

you'll

know

Η. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway, flaine.

1907 hr
Hart Schatfner isf Nh x

Copyright

YOU WILL ALL AGREE
THAT IT PAYS TO
I

HORSE.

YOUR

BLANKET

would like to prove to you that it pay» to

horse blanket of

I

me.

buy

my blanket»

my customers the benefit of the low

cheap

buy

your

!

give

an

Call ami

price».

><.<.·

JAMES N. FAVOR, HARNESSF ST0ERELCKER
OX Main St..

Worway. Main.

Ladies' Welt Boots, $2.50.
THESE ARE THE

CENTURY

NEW

Poitland by the A. H. BERRY SHOE CO. We
<re
Πκ.
have them in Vici Kid, Patent Kid and Velour Calf.
in
r::ict
Correct in style, |
the beet that can be made for $2.50.
V
sell
ου.
for
are
sold
are
better than some that
$3
fit, they

Made in

them for

here and

$2.50.
save

Oxfords

same

price.

Buy all

of your

money.

Opera

UUULiLt.

House

Block, Norway

Tolophono

Vaine

112-3.
*

ιΑΛΑ,Ά.-.«

But

Only On· of Them la

Used

4·:·φ:·40

to

Think With.
Man has a pair of brains just ne be
ν
bas a pair of eyes ami a pair of ears,
declares Dr. William Haiina Thomson
Id
Everybody's. But, usserts I)r.
Thomson, only one of our two brains
Is used to think with. Ile continues:
"When we come Into this world we
have a pair of truite thoughtless brains
and nothing more. To become intelligent beiugs we must acquire a whole
host of mental faculties and endowments, not one of whicb dues a human
l»elng bring with him at blrtb. No one
was ever born speaking English nor
any other language. No newly born
babe knows anything by sight nor by
•m.\ other sense. Every kind of knowledge has to be gained by personal eduHut only recently have we
cation.
foiled that tills education necessitates
the creation of a local nnstoniical
•hr.nge in brain matter to make It the
••peelni Feat for that 'accomplishment.'
Thus no one can liecome a skilled vioIn player until by long fashioning he
lins at last made a violin playing place
in bin cerebrum.
"But all this brain fashioning takes
<0 much time and trouble that for
mere economy of labor, as one hemisphere will do all that Is necessary,
•he Individual spends his efforts on
As both hetulone of them only.
pheres ore equally good for this pur
•ore. which of the two he will educate
lepends 011 which one he begins with
i'his Is settled for him when as a
•blid he begins all his training by the
'nir.d that he then most easily uses;
ien< e it Is that all the speech centers
ind all the knowing and educated
daces are to Ικ» found only In the left
lemisphere of the right handed and In
he right hemisphere of the left hand- an
ed."

CALL AND

Make· On· F«el Wort·.
It is α fact that one cannot tell how
bad he really feels without feeling

The way to feel good Is to
worse.
not talk too much about your Ills.
Think how well you are. how well you
have done and feel good about IL and
If there is anything the matter with
you think it won't last long and that it
le not worth thinking about — Ex·

SEE

OUR

LINE

OF

,

MILLINERY.
All the

in

latest ideas

Trimmed, Untrimmed and
Ready-to-wear Hats, Novelties, Etc.

NORWAY, MAINE.
9

BLUE

♦

*

jί

MRS. R. L. POWERS,

s♦

STORES.

II.
having
the cold weather the past two weeks we have heen
W
their
excellent sale of Underwear.
Others have purchased

During

Underwear.

The Landlady's Mistake.
On her lint night at the seaside
lodgings the visitor found IL Incredible It seemed, for the landlady had appeared a neat, cleanly, cautious body.
But ns the lady visitor knew little of
her landlady and nothing of her predecessor In the apartment she decided
to mention the matter at breakfast. "I
found something In my bedroom." she
began, and the landlady interrupted.
"Then you must have brought It with
you!" "I am quite sure I didn't," said
the visitor, "for I counted all mine before I left home. But If you Insist that
this sovereign Is mine, of course"—
—London Chronicle.

duii

tv. car

t<

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,

entire edition and destroyed the plates.
—Walter J. Ritigsley in World's Work.

OUH

with

to wear

Men's dies.

sands are sl.i; p<*d to Korea and Formosa. but the pressure steadily incre.ss-'s ο win·, to the constant migration of ambitious Japanese from the
provinces to t!:e capital city.
Japan carefrlly avoi is all public refereniv to these great sores on Its body
politic. Their existence is hidden from
Rarely dews a
the foreign visitor.

change of style

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

dation.

a

or no

of these

one

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

Worse Than the Worst In Paris, London or Now York.
Tok> ο has slums whose poverty
reaches the last depth of human degra-

too many poor

$2.50

from

TOKYO'S SLUMS.

position is

last for years with little

dressy,

more

After you get the coat you will want a cap
We have the best line of these we have

it.

pool Mercury.

Below the cellars of Paris,
the alleys of London and the crowded
slums of the New York east side, the
Japanese capital reveals a lower gulf.
It is a region that no ray iiglits. Your
moldy mail of Paris and your "hooligan" of London do have at times tierce
jo.vs and moments of acid pleasure,
hut the microscopic intensity of the
distress In the Shit iya quarter of Tokyo liars out all hope. Tokyo li.is far

morning.

coats and bid defiance to the coldest

life."
A young child is mentioned In terms

of endearment as "my 'ansome"
"tender deear" or even "tender worm."
without
"Sou" and "sonny" are used
of
the least relation to the age or sex
some(he person addressed. A son may
times l»e heard speaking to his own
father as "my son" or a husband call

Rusiian Buffalo, Wambat and Coon.

If you want something nice and a little
ask to see our $60.00 iur lined coat.

just

especial affection. It is a common
fonn of address to either man or worn:·». So also, though with rather more
discrimination in Its use, is "my deear

showing Blended Rat, Bulgarian Lamb,

we are

Martin,

Is it not time you

were

doing likewise?

Our Stocks Comprise
FIVE KINDS OF FLEECED SHIRTS AND

DRAWERS,

$i.?°
50c., 60c., 75c., $1.00,
DRAWERS NOT FLEECE

FIVE KINDS OF SHIRTS AND
LINED.
COMPRISING COTTON AND
ALL WOOL,

WOOL, AM>
$100, $ι·5°

$2-5°
$i.co, $1.50, $2 00.

FOUR KINDS OF UNION SUITS,

50c., 75c,

MEDIUM UNDERWEAR

Would it Not be Well to Look

at Our

Stores Before Supplying Your Wants?

F. H. NOYES CO.
South Paris,

CASTORIA

(2 Stores,)
For Infmts and Children.

Thi UM Ym IUn Ahms BMfht

Bears Λβ

Τ

Norway·

ïhe (Îïtorft

tives in Portland.

Mrs. A. M. Whitman
Portland for a few days.

SOUTH PARIS.
Hour·

7:30

A. M.

to 7:30

P. *.

Sept. 29, 1907,

''*!'*·

dry wood, delivered
subscription account.

10^5

Ifraver

office,

01

There will be a business meeting ol
the Indies' Aid at the close of the
prayer meeting at tbe Baptist vestry
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Rehearsal at G. A. R. Hall Thursday
Nov. 14, at 2 i'. m. It is important that
all Ladies of the G. A. R. be present.
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The winter terms of school in Parii
will bei(in Dec. 2d, except the higl
school, which begins Dec. 9.
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uext

Wednesday eveniug.
Stanley, foreman

Wirt

Church. Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
l
at b> 44 a. R
Prv.i- nlng service every
S,.,„lav School at 12 R. -Junior I nlon at 3 ·»
Y. P. C. lT. at 7 P. R.
p m

of the Demo-

office, has been confined to the
house by illness the past few days,

crat

Sunday

caused

by an

ulcerated tooth.

The human mind is so constituted
0HUBCHB8.
that thero needs must be a variety of
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. S
views and a multiplicity of opinions
Pastor.
Preaching service 8unday
Rliicout,
touching any one thing, unless indeed it 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Y. P. S
be a self eyidont, central fact, such as C. K., Sunday Evening, 030 P. M.; Social Meet
P. M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting
the dead certainty of death, and the Ing, 7:00
Tuesday evening.
utter impossibility for a tax assessor to
Universalis! Church, Rev. 8. β. Davie
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:3<
get a purely straight statement from him A.
M. Sabbath School, 12:00; Y. P.C. U. meet
whose taxable property is covered. Uplng,7.-00 P. M.
on such staple truth* the children of
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooke, Pastor
Scien- Preaching service, 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School
men are in perfect agreement.
Meeting, 7.00 Ρ.M.
tists disagree in ecience, theologians in 12:00 M.; Social Eveningevening;
class meeting
prayer meeting, Tuesday
theology; in short, many people differ in Friday evening. Epworth League, Sundaj
M.
many ways on many things. Man need evening, 6:00 P.
Baptist Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor
not be dogmatic, but it is perfectly
Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School
proper for him to be positive—if he 12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting. Sunday evening 7 Ρ
knows or thinks he knows.
M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
There are a great many speculative
8TATBD MEETINGS.
ideas afloat in the speculative brains of
F. 4Λ.Μ. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
this speculative age, in regard to the No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on οι
manner how, and the time when, man before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
Wednesday Evening, on oi
first set foot on the sloping sides of this No. 29, assembles
before full moon. Oxford Council, E. a 8. M.,
good, green earth. There seem to be Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
data from which to calculate the time of No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftei
his appearance, when he began to make full moon.
I. O. O. P.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
some little bustlo and confusion in the In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening,
local
little
some
to
WlUley Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
gain
world; began
Fellows· Hail, second and fourth Friday Even
notoriety as a slouch and a fraud; but Inge
of each month. Mt. Hope Rcbekah Lodge,
even that time is being set farther back No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
in the dim and hazy twilight of the past. month.
K. of P.—Recular meeting In Hathaway Rlock
There are no data to tell with any deovery Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. NoyeE
gree of exactness or with any shadow of Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
83, P. S., second
certainty, when came "the beginning" month. Lake Assembly, No.
fourth Friday evenings of each month.
spoken of in Genesis. If you consult and
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
the chronological tables of the past you fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
will come to the easy conclusion that
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. St, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
quite a respectable sum of years haft of
each month.
been used up and laid aside forever since
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Monman came upon the scene, its beauty day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
aod its defilement, its sublimity and its
New G. A.R, Hall, on the first ami third Wedridiculousness; to-day walking and talk- nesday evenings of each month.
O U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
ing with God in the beauty of holiness,
in the eweet simplicity of a perfect No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
trust; to-morrow smoking in the sweat
P. (>. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
of his own lusts, reeking in the consum- ■econd and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
ing fires of his owu unholy passions, mowh.
Γ. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 24(.
herding with swine of the rakish sort meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
and wallowing in the abominations of enrh month
K. G. Ε .—Ox ford Castle, No. 2, meets in Ryerthe sty. That is coming down from
son hall, every Thursdav evening, September to
the mount in a hurry. A fearful down
May, first ana third Thursday evenings, May to
September.
grade that!
It is not really essential to our happiThe Π. F. Webb Co. pack of apples
was
it
ness to know just how long ago
is
unusually large. The
that this valley of shadows was a more this season
find a very good market
dab of hot muscle-mud, constitutionally fruit growers
j
barrels of apples.
unfit for human occupancy, but if any , for many extra
Mr. arid Mrs. V. W. Hills entertained
oue can give us the figures and the proof j
Whist Club at their
we shall
have learned something we the Merry Eight
Street with whist and
never expocted to know this sido of homo on Cottage
eternity. A few minutes more or less refreshments.
The November term of the Norway
will make no practical difference.
held at Judge
was
There is a wonderful clock, a mythical j Municipal Court
The usual
on Tuesday.
time-keeper, set aloft away up some-| Jones' office
Now entry of
where in the blue dome of the sky, that business was transacted.
old matof
not only "ticks out the little lives of cases and somo adjustments
tors.
sound
with
sonorous
off
but
tells
men,"
Cal Kneeland, foreman for C. B. Cumthe slow moving cycles of time, striking :
at their Bemis works, was
once in a hundred years, electrifying the mings & Sons
called home this week by the sickness
drowsy continents with its magical of
his son. The son has typhoid fever
chime and waking all the grand old
was considered critically ill.
echoes, and all the sweet, rich memories and
The officers of the Good Templars inthat sleep down in-the still, green valMonday evening by Deputy C.
leys of the past. 'Tie a sacred thing, stalled
wero:
that wonderful time keeper, that magi- T., D. L. Joslin,
cal clock, with its beautiful dial shining j C. T.—Willis Flint.
V. T.—Emma Stone.
in the clear light of the heavenly sun, ι
Secretary—Dora Me Lucas.
but invisible to the eyes that look up j Asst. Secretary—Clara Connor.
F. S.—Wlnnlfred Davis.
through the shadows of earth. The I1 Treasurer—Aaron
l'algc.
wheels began to turn and the hands beChap —Rev E. S. Cotton.
gan to move when the morning stars be- ; Guard—Michael Corbnn.
gan their morning song together, but j Sen.—Andrew Sampson.
science fails to fix the hour.
Saturday Dr. and Mrs. Ilerman L.
Modern prophets often tell us that the Bartlett observed the fifteenth auniverweights ate running low, that the cold, ; sary of their marriage. The following
dead finger on the dial-plate of time friends wero present and extended their
viz.:
points to the sunset hour. All right! congratulations and well wishes,
Barnes and wife, A. J.
Let her point. We can't regulate it and Charles P.
John
C.
Mrs.
Thank God, it ticks Stearns and wife, Mr. and
we have no key.
and wife, Dr.
strong, and we believe it good for a Shepard, James N. Favor
thousand years and more. Vain attempt j and Mrs. B. F. Bradbury, Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. H.
to seek to know the times and seasons Frank N. Barker and Dr. and
The future P. Jones. The company presented Dr.
so wisely hidden from us.
who can tel I? That there is to be a and Mrs. Bartlett with a cut glass dish.
It is reported that the Partridge Lumfuture of some description we believe;
that there has been a past we know; but ber Co. of Norway Lake have purchased
how long that past has been we cannot all the pine timber on the John A.
know; wo cannot enumerate the years; Roberts farm at the Lake.
at a meeting at the
we can comprehend the eternity past no
j Norway clerks
more than we can comprehend the eter- shoe store of Ε. N. Swett Co. Tuesday
a ball to be given
for
evening arranged
nity to come.
When the spirit of God first moved i after Thanksgiving. Committees were
upon the face of the waters, making the appointed as follows:
first great change toward solidity and i Arrangements—Carrie Tucker, Nettle Fullir
Lee M. Smith
order, we cannot tell; but we know that and
General committee—L. M. Smith, W. L. Llbby
a long and indefinite period of time j
ami Clarence Downing
went down the shadowy silences of the f
Pccuratlone— Mnnle Bartlett, Carrie Tucker,
awful past, after the first movement to : EfUe Akere ami Nettle Fuller.
Refreshments—Ralph Harrlman, Harry Kimthe last perfecting touch of the Creatoi's ball and Eugene Rueeell.
hand, when the solid earth rolled out j Dr. E. C. Walker has moved from the
and rolled on, a thing of beauty and a
Falls to his new home at Oxford Park.
thing beloved, perfect, very good, and in
The ladies of the M. E. church will
every part suited to be the dwelling- hold their animal sale on the 12th day of
We
came.
then
man
place of man—and
December at G. A. R. Hall. Arrangoknow that unnumbered ages passed durmeuts have been made for the same.
earth's
the
of
the
formative
stages
ing
Judge and Mrs. A. E. Morrison of Rumexistence, because in the light of ford Falls were the guests of Mrs.
science, like a lettered page, it can be Morrison's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeclearly read, for it is graven in well de- land Howe, Sunday.
fined characters on the old earth's rocky
The Universalist society supper to bo
tablets. I have yet to learn that the
served at Concert Hall Tuesday evening,
his
Almighty Designer has ever denied
Nov. 12th, will bo followed by an enterhandwriting on the rocks. Geology tainment aud sociable for the young
and the Book agree.
Joiin.
ι people.
•Mrs. Chas. R. Tenney of Auburn was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Danforth
Law Court Decision.

COMPREHEND IT.

(Kennebec Journal.)
A good sample of what is possible it
the way of tilling trenches when th< 1
work is properly done was shown at the
Kennebec jail recently in the laying ol
the electric wires for the lighting of the
building. The wires run from State
Street to the sooth side of the building
and instead of being carried on poles
they are placed in a conduit. In ordei
to do this a trench was dug from the
building to the street, across the lawn
and driveway, the work being done under
the supervision of Deputy Sheriff Moore.
When it came to putting back the earth
in the trench in covering the conduit the
earth was so thoroughly tamped in that
it did not fill the trench and the workmen had to get some earth from the
garden to even up with. Sheriff Plaisted said in speaking of the work, that so
well was it done that one could not tell
where the turf had been removed or
where the trench had been dug across
the driveway, and also that if the same
care were exercised when the streets of
the city are dug up for water or gas
pipes the disagreeable results which now
follow could be easily avoided

_

The ladies of the Congregational
Remtlar Social Circle will serve their November
►· % A. M.—Parts Lodge, No. 94.
•ii.'cilnsf Tue «day -venlng on or before full aoojj· supper ami cntertainmeut next 1 hursι>. κ.—Mount Mica Lodge, renlv meetUniversalist Association.
day, November 14th. Supper at β:45.
•t:
Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
The Oxford Association of UniversKm unpmcnt, ilret ami thirl Monday evening·
The Y. P. S. C. E. will give an Interholds its annual
meeting at
,? R.—Mount Pletean* !{e»ykah I-oOkc.No. rogation Social at the Baptist church alists
ι»
Admission five cents. Turner Centre. Tuesday and Wednesday,
meets second an·! fourth Irl'laye of each Tuesday evening.
ra ntr; in Odd Fellow·' Hall.
The Brotherhood class social is post- Nov. 12 and 13. Special rates are made
\
h _λν. Κ. Kimball Poet, No. 14S, meete
The following proon the railroads.
ihlrl Saturday evenings of each poned.
t an I
gram has been preparod :
m
;ith, Id (î· A. R· Hall·
law
of
a
that
under
don't
And
A.
U.
forget
w ·,
K. Klmbal! Circle. Ladle· of the
TCESDAY—AFTERNOON.
κ
meete tlrsi *nd thirl >aturlay ven.nge of the last legislature, you have got to pay 1:15. Cal'to order.
♦ Λ4-." month. In Uraml ArmA Hall.
tax before the 10th of DecemHOT
Rev. C. R. Tennev, Auburn.
your
vt
Prayer,
p. of 11.—Parle Grange, from Ma} I to Oct. 1,
C. A. Itonney, Turner Center.
will be advertisWelcome,
Saturday; ·»"Γ!η< the ber, or your real estate
et* Ar t and thirl
Ρ resilient,
Response
by
In
the
ed for sale, and you will have to pay
Under "f the year, meets every saturlay.
π
.1. 11. narrow-·, Bethel.
STATED

MKKTISOS.

[

l".0?G.C.—Second

cost.

Appointment of Session Committees
Reading of Recopie.
The office of W. J. Wheeler £ Co. in
Annual Report of Secretary.
No.
181,
\
P.—Slony Brook Lodge.
redecoratAnnual
been
Report of Treasurer.
fully
Billings Block has
m
t. -econ·! and fourth Wednesday evening·
2Λ0. Praise Service.
been
have
who
and
the
ed,
occupants,
Lodge, No, SI. rneeu ever, doing business for some time in the
Rev. I. P.Coddlngtoo, D. D Gorham, Ν. H.
Vr ay 4'venluic at Pythian Hall.
Communion.
music rooms in the rear, are back again
:30. Praise Service.
Miss Mae M. Field is at home from in the front room.
s ix). Occasional Sermon,
Rev. J. H. Little, South Parle.
Bates College, ill with the mumps.
The Good Cheer will meet at 9:30 A.
WEDNESDAY—FORENOON.
for an all day meeting.
Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson is visited by her M. Weduesday
Conference. Rev. W. J. Taylor. Lcwlston.
There is work f«>r all who cud attend.
aunt. Mrs. Melinda Bean, of Bethel.
:«W.
Business: Reporte of Committees an»l
Hot coffee will be served at noon, and
Election of Officers.
Parishes,
The sale of the Baptist Ladies' Aid has each lady is requested to briug a box of 10:30. Address. Life's Great Purpose,
Hev. E. W. Webl>er. Rumford Kails.
been postponed to luesday, Xov. 1·'.
lunch. Business meeting at 2 P. m
II KX>. Address, Our National ami State MissionMass.,
ary Societies an<l the Mission Clrcl",
The Norway train was off its schedule
Ralph L>. Berry of Salem,
Mrs. Henry Bernard Smith, Mechanic Palls.
here.
formerly of this place, is visiting
Saturday m ruing. In shunting at Norafternoon.
combination car was accidentalMr and Mrs. H. A. Hilton have been way the
•00. Address, Does the Bible Need to be
of
the
track
the
end
off
over
ly
m
pushed
relatives
Modernized?
spending α few days with
was
Rev. J. M Palice, I.lvermore tails.
The express
into the street.
Portland.
The Value of One,
brought over by team, the passengers :30. Address,
Rev. H. H. Hoyt, State Supt.
Alice
Miss
and
Stuart
(Irinrtll
Mrs.
came on the electrics, and nobody got
:30. Closing Business.
:S0. Praise Service.
Knight spent a few days in Portland left.
00. Address.
last week.
Advertised letters in South Paris
A Home Wedding.
Mis* Carrie Hall was in Portland a few post office Nov. 11th, 1H07:
i.ivs last week, called there by the death
Mrs. Laura F. Bailey.
There was a pretty home wedding at
Mrs Kilwant II. liuyer, (2.)
of a relative.
the residence of Mr. and Mrs C. F.
Mr*. .Via Mellon.
Chase, on Western Avenue, South Paris,
Mr. Harry Neville.
Mrs. Will Kenney, who has been with
Mr. J. A. Marcotte.
Tnesday evening, when their daughter,
relative# here for some time, joined her
Mr. R»l> Care
I.tira Gertrude, was united in marriage
husband at Houlton last week.
Mr. Luther Mill.
with Guy Norton Carter of Norway.
Mr. W. K. tiray.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Dennison of
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
The parlor was decorated with potted
West Bethel visited the family of his
The
and
Ruby, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. plants entered chrysanthemums.
brother, IT. W. Deunison, a few days
to the strains of a wedcouple
to
taken
G
of
was
M. Davis,
age,
years
last week.
march. They were attended by
the Central Maine General Hospital at ding
Miss Seguin of Norway.
(ieorge A. Wilson has returned home, Lewistou Thursday, with a suspected Mr Fogg and
South Paris
haviug gone out of the hotel business .it case of appendicitis. Her mother went Rev. J. W. Chesbro of the
Brookton, in which he has recently been with her. After full examination, the Haptist church performed the ceremony,
The
using the double ring service.
engaged.
physicians decided that the trouble was bride
wore a gown of very pale steel pink
and were to operate for it
Harappendicitis,
went
with
who
Donald S. Briggs.
trimmed with lace. The groom wore
to Monday forenoon.
ry B. Stone and family on their return
the conventional black.
shall
their home in Denver a few weeks since,
we
have
fail
Unless present plans
Only the immediate relatives were
Two
arrived home last week.
Λ football game in town Saturday.
present at the ceremony. A reception
are to be organized this week, one was held later at which numerous friends
A large crowd of sports of various de- teams
in Norway and the other in Paris, and of the bride and groom were present.
gree·» from the two towns and surroundthev will meet for their struggle at that Ice cream, cake and punch were served.
country went to Lewiston to see the
While both teams will enter the In the midst of the festivities the couplo
Bates-Bowdoin football game Saturday. time.
contest without training, they will be suddenly took a carriage at the door,
on
the
I>. H. Bean is making repairs
composed mostly of old timers and a bnt did not entirely escape the shower
A C. Τ King house, which he recently good game is expected.
of rice and confetti.
he
which
of
purchased, and a portion
A good number of handsome wedding
Mr. E. P. Freeman of Cobb Divinity
the
is
Hall
Κ.
N*.
doing
will occupy.
The bride is a
were received.
School will supply the pulpit at the presents
work.
The
of Paris High School.
carpenter
Congregational church again uext Sun- graduatehas been a resident of Norway
News has been received of the birth of dav
The Sunday following the new groom
Both are well known
most of his life.
a s'tn to Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Anderpastor. Rev. Andrew Γ. McWhorter, will
in NorMr. McW horter s and popular. They will reside
.H»>n, in Providence, R. I., on Monday, begin his pastorate.
the 4th. Mr. and Mrs. Anderson were former pastorate was at Standish. He way.
both formerly of South Paris.
is between thirty aud forty years of
Mrs. Calvin Bucknam.
and ha» a family of wife and two
The Kan Tans enjoy another of their age,
in Mechanic Falls, Nov. let, Mrs.
Died
children.
rumu
ciuu
I casant evening» at tue
I Laurinda G. Bucknam. aged 82 years, 10
\*<>t so jubilant ad the week before months and 27
Tuesday evening of thi» week. Light
I
days. She was born the
club
The
served.
refreshments will be
were the grammar school boys after last
I fourth child of David aud Laurinda
and
the
second
chose
with
some
time ago
Norway. I
Saturday's football game
Twitchell and lived in Paris the
fourth Tuesdays of each month as their This time the score was, Norway, IT, (Gregg)
I greater part of the time until her marwere
of
the
But
5.
meeting.
South
Paris,
pretboys
regular nights
riage to Calvin Bucknam in March, 1S49.
well stirred up aud declare that Nor- ! Since then her homo has been on the
A masquerade sociable was given bv ty
Iu
a dirty slugging game.
way
played
Always
■ old Bucknam farm in Hebron.
the high school class of 1906 in New Hall
the course of the game Henry Howe got
always
Friday eveniug It was a great success, a rap in the head which put him out of I loyal to Paris the Democrat was
no
were
there
places
I welcomed, and
the attendance being large. As a mashe bad to be taken home,
aud
the
game
home
old
her
a
and
the
I quite like
"Hill,"
querade it wa>< not so distinguished
bui no serious consequences followed.
of
the
to
her.
I
young
success, only about twenty
be
A quiet unassuming life was hers,
The following programme will
people being masked, though a few
others were in costume without masks. given in connection with the supper at lowing to deafness and frail health she
There were several good costumes, but the Congregational church on Thursday I was partially shut in for many years, yet
I they were happy years. Believing as
in the judgment of the spectators. Buster evening:
Brown took the cake. The music was Ptano iluet,
Mlw -Ucktoa ami M re. Wheeler. I she did in an overruling Providence that
I works only good, and strong in the faith
by Mr. and Mrs. Davee and Howard Solo, Won't you be my Teddy Bear?
Muriel Bowkcr.
lof a happy reunion with loved ones gone
Shaw.
Howe.
Henry
Reading.
The following rescript in an Oxford
Helen Karnes. I before, she has left only pleasant niemMr. and Mrs. M. L. Kimball entertain-Solo,
A very dainty atlair was the party Dumbbell drill,
Kiiçht iuU*C9. I ories.
case has been received from the ed the Professional Whist Club at their
County
home
Mr. Bartlett.
Solo, Holy City,
given by Miss Eva Andrews, at the
two
survived
daughters,
is
She
law court:
by
homo on Bridge Street Wednesday evenJosephine Stearns.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. E. An- Keating,
I Mrs. A. A. Nelson, who made her home Oxford County. State of Maine vs. Ed- 'tiR·
drews, on the occasion of her eighth Sketch,
ward Siddall. Rescript by Spear, J.
The · >rphan'e Dream, or the Kloral Roll Call. with her, and Mrs. C. R. Millett of West
Ida and Frank McCrellis of North
birthday, last Wednesday afternoon. The
throe grandchildren and one
I
At the January term of the Supreme Berwick visited their uncle, Albert C.
table
The ladies of the Congregational Minot,
refreshment
the
of
center-piece
I
grandchild, two sisters, Miss Har- Judicial Court for Oxford Couuty, 1000, McCrellis, during the week.
society have been fortunate in securing I great
was a handsome birthday cake, made byMar- Edward Siddall was indicted for selling
im- riet F. Twitchell of Paris and Mrs.
Col. Frank R. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Eva's aunt. Miss Anna Morse, Miss Frances Norris, readej and
and "one glass of whiskey of intoxicating
the IthaS. Lombard of Audover, Mass.,
Frank D. Brings, Mr. and Mrs. George
decorated with eight candles. Then be- personator, to give an entertainment
chilthe
At
liquors to one Joseph Cameron."
E. Grover and Mrs. Nathan Foster were
Miss I many friends, especially among
sides tfie other good things to eat, the last night of their fair, Dec. 6.
"Grandma."
the March term, the respondent entered at Ketchum, Camp Brockton, during
to Idren who claimed her as
table was decorated with Buster Browns Norris, who has buf recently come
he
not
a
of
guilty. Subsequently
plea
the week on a hunting trip.
and Teddy bears, done in chocolate on t.ewiston from the west, has delighted
Charles R. Houghton.
withdrew the plea of not guilty and
Emma and Alice Abbott attended the
She
standards of white candv. Twenty-six audiences wherever she has read.
who died at pleaded nolo contendere.
R.
Charles
Mr.
Houghton,
of their uncle, Lorenzo D. Hill,
funeral
of the young people were invited, and has the most Mattering recommendations hi* home in Livermore, Nov. 6, was for
At the March terra, 1900 the de- at Kennebunk, Wednesday.
where she was in- I
although the afternoon was rainy, nearly from Chautauqua,
Poud
a resident in Bryant's
fendant was again indicted for a single
The attractive arc light at the Lynn
structor in elocution for several seasons, many years
all were on hand.
sale to one Edward G. Wiggett. To Street entrance to the shoe factory was
I
and also from many western cities where village.
Grand
the
entered
this indictment the respondent
He was an employe of
presented to the shoe firm, B. F. SpinThe Universalist Good Cheer Society she has given entertainments. Those
here for a number of years. In a plea of not guilty, was tried and
ney & Co., by the Norway & Paris Street
had a good crowd, both for its supper who are not present will miss a rare I Trunk
a
the
he
formed
that
seems
partnership acquitted. It
I the seventies
alleged Railway Co.
evening. treat.
and entertainment. Tuesday
and
to
Bolster,
Cameron
made
were
his
father-in-law,
sales
I with
Lyman
The new shed erected by C. B. CumThe tables were rilled at the first call,
The following is the programme of I in the grocery business. Later he en- Wiggett at the same time and were parts
& Sons on Whitman Street has
mings
and late comers had to wait for the seclast Monday's meeting of the Kuterpean I gaged in the stove and hardware busi- of one and the same transaction.
been completed.
ond table. For the entertainment there
The opera I ness at the old Knight store, and sold
with Mrs. Brickett.
On the trial of the latter case, Joseph
M. W. Sampson returned from his
Mrs. Wilson and Club
were piano duets by
studied was Faust:
I out after several years of successful Cameron, to whom In this indictment it hunting trip to Camp Bear on Durgin
Mrs.
Burnham, and Mrs. York and
then
and
Kvente.
F.
M.
Mudcal
late
sale
of
the
the
Cole,
in
intoxicating liquor Mountain this week with a 220 pound
Roll Call. Current
I business to
alleged
Howard Shaw, and vocal solos by Charles
Mr*. Kastman.
Story of the oriera,
was made, testified that on the 17th day
I moved to Canton.
deer.
Mr. Bartlett, who was at one Piano duet. Selections from the Opera.
Hartlett.
served
Falls in a
Rumford
Mr.
at
here
of
While
Houghton
1000,
MU#
January,
M Ne Jackiton,
Thayer
timeon the road with the Pauline Hamwas also place called the Siddall Beer Shop, one
and
1 Pray,
clerk
Church Roll-Call.
as
town
Flowers,
I
several
Vocal
Solo,
Lovely
years
mond Company, has a tine baritone voice,
M Us Clark.
I secretary of Jefferson Lodge of Masons. Edwin (J. Wiggett bought two glasses of
Thursday evening occurred the annual
and his selections were heartily encored. Plauo Solo, Selection# from the Opera,
party not the re- roll-call of the Second Congregational
Mrs. Br ckt tt. I He was a member also of the Methodist whiskey, from a
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By the rolling of a pile of logs on him
W. H. CHASE, Paris Hill.
at the Great Northern Paper Co.'a mill
at Madison, Augustus York, 45 years of
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with no relatives nearer than Connecti- To the Hon. Clarence IIale, Judgethe Dlatrlct linen.
trlct Court of the United 8tttes for
are larger and prices full as low as they will be later.
cut, had his leg ornshed while coupling of Maine:
cars at Northern Maine Junction on the
M. BLAKE, of Ruin ford, In the County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
2d, and died in the hospital at Bangor District,
respectfully represent· that on the 10th
the next day.
of the valley,
day of November, 1906, be was duly adjudged
72 INCH TABLE DAMASK, snowdrop, fern, b<iw knot, pansy, lily
under the Acts of Congress relating to
and
$1.50.
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wife and a child.
HALF BLEACHED DAMASK, pretty patterns, 50c. and 75c.
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this -2nd day of Nov., A. D. 1907.
Horace Saindon, 70 years old, a resiJOHN M. BLAKE, Bankrupt.
NAPKINS, pretty patterns, large assortment, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.98.
dent of Great Worke, was struck by the
Order of Notice Thereon.
TRAY CLOTHS, 27*18, button-hole stitched edge, with drawn work, 50c.
train that leaves Old Town for Bangor Dwtbict ok Maine, as.
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D.
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at 7 P. m. Tuesday and instantly
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gain, ask to see them, 98c.
Interest, may appear at the «aid time and place,
The novel eight of a woman engaged and show cause, if any they have, why the TEA CLOTHS, 31 inchoe square, hemstitching toward centre, 75c.
in the business of a public carriage prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
Other sizes, $1.50,
And It is further ordered by the Court, That TEA CLOTHS, tine linen, pretty patterns, hemstitched, $1.98.
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A.
D.
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the streets with a handsome bay horse
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. §.J
and cab. She intends to drive parA true copy of petition and order thereon.
J AMES E. HEWEY. Clerk
Attest:
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ticularly for women. Mrs. Flister
years has been accustomed to handle
WOTICE.
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again.

X

good

Why

JOHN

THOMAS SMILEY,

In the District Court of the United States
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
in the matter of
)
FRANCOIS X. LANQLOI8, In Bankruptcy,

APPENDICITIS

is due in a large measure to abuse of the
bowels, by employing drastic purga-

j

of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Francois X. Langlois, In the
tives. To avoid all danger, use only
Oxford and district aforesaid :
of
Dr. King's New Life Pills. The safe, County
Notice Is hereby given that on the 9th day of
and
invigorators. i Nov., Α. I). 1907, the said Francois X. Langlois
gentle cleansers
bankrupt, and that the
Guaranteed for headache, biliousness, was duly adjudicated
of his creditors will lie held at the
first
malaria and jaundice, at F. A. Shurtleff officemeeting
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
& Co.'s drug store. 25c.
Paris, on the 27th day of Nov., A. I). 1907, at

Trunk

Grand

Jamestown

Exhibit,

Exposition.

advice is received that
Jury of Awards, Jamestown Exposition,
Norfolk, Va., have announced that i

Télégraphie

Norway, Maine.

10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims.1
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, ami
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Nov. 11. 1907.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankrui tcy.

Grand Trunk exhibit has been awarded
TO CONTKACTOHS.
two gold medals and one silver medal NOTICE
covering installation of exhibit, photo- { 1'ropoHale for tlie construction of a
graphic scenes and fish and game dis- million gallon reservoir will be received
by the Norway Water Co. until Jan. 1,
play.
1!H)8. The right to reject any or all bids
florae
Flirtes, is hereby reserved. For further informaSend Tour Cow, Steer and
Frisian
the
to
Crosby
tion parties desiring to bid are requested
Cal', Dog and other Skins,
fur Company, Rochester, Ν. V., to be converted to
call on or addresn,
Into Fur Coats, Kobe?, Gloves, Mittens, or Rugs.
8. D ANDREWS, Pres.,
are the 1 U|Nt custom Fur tanners of largi?
They
wll«f and domestic animal skins In the world. 45-40
Norway Water Co.
*'>-*9
Send for Illustrated catalog-

THE

A

As it is to-day is the fruit

of more than a quarter of a
century of experience and
effort.
Good leather and good
work only are what has
brought these shoes to their

1

Inquire of

nace, coal or wood.

POTTLE,
Buckfield, Me.

Λ. W

package.
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Every Woman In Part·
will he glad to know that local grocers now have
In stock "OTIR-I'IK" a préparait η In three
varieties for making l emon, Chocolate and Custard pies. Each l()-ccnt package make* two pies.
4345
Re euro and order to-day.

hot air fur-

good second-hind

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Born.
In Parle, Nov. I. to the wife of Oscar W. Parcone, a eon (Merton Stanley).
In South Parle, Nov. 8, to the wife of Sulmore
Mr Keen, a "laughter.
In Norway, Nov. 1, to the wife of Charles A.

present high standard.

Optician.

The comfort, wear and shape-keeping qualities
are what has made these shoes so popular.

THE WATERPROOF SHOE

LowestPricesinOxfordCounty.

Bradley. a «laughter.
In Providence, R. I., Nov. 4, to the wife of
Harold 0. Anderson, a eon (Robert Edwin).
In Hanover, Oct. 31, to the wife of Robert
Chaee, a son (George Robert).
In Rumford Kails, Nov. 6, to the wife of Z.
Why not, a eon.
In Hiram, Oct. 25, to the wife of EU C. Wadeworth, a eon.

will turn water most
Every pair of first

NORWAY, MAINE.

stamped

In .South Paris, Nov. 5, by Rev. J. W. Chesbro,
Mr. Guy N. Carter of Norway ami Mre. Lura G.1
N'r.well of South Paris.
In Kezar Kails, Nov. 2, Mr. William Bennett
and Miss Almeda Ubbv, both of Kezar Falls.
In Brldgton, Oct. 27, by Rev. William Wood,
Lee Adams and Miss Edith May Pur·
Mr.

ASSETS DEC.
Cash In hande of offlcere or
A11 other assets,

31, 1906.
agents,... φ
I

Grose cash aeeete

In Mechanic Falls, Nov. 1, Mrs. I.aurlnda G.
Rucknam, aged 82 years, 10 months, 27 days.
In Peru, Oct. 23 Mrs. Cora T., wife of Elroy
Gammon, aged 42 years.
In Lewleton, Nov. 3, John S. Mason, formerly
of Parle, aged 80 vcars.
In Rumford Falls, Nov l.Timothv Holland.
In Portland, Nov. 3, Caleb C. Buck, a native of
Norway, aged 74 years.
In Norway, Nov. 3, Edwin Thompson, aged (55

years.
In Norway, Nov. 4, Willie Walter Harmon,
ageil 48 years, 3 months, 22 daye.
In Norway, Nov. 3, Leonard A. Carter, aged 75
years, 11 months, 2 days.
In Frycburg, Oct. 21, Mrs. Cora Johnson, aged
42 years.
In Upton, Oct. 23, Arthur V. Strickland.
In -outh Waterford, Oct. 29, Mrs. Maria Sarmonths, 18 daye.
gent Kimball, aged 81 yeare,
J η Byron, Nov. 2, Mrs. Jothain Shaw.
In Denmark, Nov. 5, Joseph Colby, aged 80

1

For Kale
A

prize

or to

license to sell

an

bull.

winner.

S. M. KING.
South Paris, Nov. S.
46-471

Wanted at Once.
Four cords good hard wood,

saw-

ed three times.
S. RICHARDS, South Paris.

31 Market

B.

portant

be sent to

Im-

are

at once.

S.

MEN'S PATENT COLT BALS AND BLUCIIERS,

$4.50, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2

MEN'S BOX CALF BALS AND BLUCHERS,

$5.00, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50.
$3-o:j, $2.50, $2.25, $2.00, $1.75, $1.50.

can

shoes of
get good values for jour money if you buy

A.

S!H'11TI<KFK * CO.

A.

WANT A

Do

Hot Water Bottle.

The little fel-

depending

upon
don't know

We have

just

received

a new

stock, this season's make.

1, 2 and

3

There is

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

nothing

out of which you can

from the amount invested

PARIS, MAINE.

quarts,

$1.50 each.

75 cents to
as

from

one

get

as

much comfort

of these bottles.

Better

buy

one now.

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores, j "»»£· J Maine.

AND

SUMMER STORE—PARIS MILL.

Novelties.

Millinery

F.

Mrs. F. E. Drake.

Miss S. M.

Wheeler,
MAINE.

ARE THE

R. F. D. BOXES
WE SELL.

"SIGNAL"
Paris.)

&■

F.

CO.

A.

SIIt'ItTI.EFF

A

CO.

10,000 lbs. of Sun Dried
Strung Apples,

the Postmaster-Oeneral"

at South

IHVBTIiEFF

WISH TO BUY

Successor to Mrs. E. A. Howe,

SOUTH PARIS,

A.

Ν. Dayton Bolster & Go.

Λ cordial invitation is extended to all wish:ng to see fall
millinery. I shall be assisted by Miss Alice P. Day and

(Delivered

F.

THESE COLD NIGHTS REMIND US THAT THE WINYOU WILL
TER SEASON IS CLOSE AT HAND.

FALL HATS

"HENRY" $1.00.

Frothingham,

snVBTLKFF Λ CO.

CORA Λ. KEENE.

"Approved by

50.

$4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2 50.

MEN'S GUN METAL BLUCHERS

RICHARDS,

SOUTH

BOYS.

AND

MEN

WiVm νητ&Β ww

YOU. They
these things themselves.

NOTICE.
The Bubscrtber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
MARY BROCK, late, of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All pcrsone having
bonds as the Ww directs.
demands against the estate of eald deceased arc
desired to present the saine for seulement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make

FOR ^

P.

Matter ?

us

not wait.

lows

F. R. DYER, Buckfield.

payment Immediately.
Oct. 15th, 1907.

a

so

ι

Soutb. Paris.

Children, whose eyes are
not exactly right, should

of

Fall Footwear

W. O.

matter

Why Delay in

The homestead of the late Charles
Atwood, in Buckfield village.

Inquire
40tf

Telephone 106-3.

You

of eye troubles is dangerous indeed.
In the

made from

are

very durable.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,

BOYS' SHOES,

Putting It off
Taking Your Time

For Sale.

are

presented

I convey real estate

4C8C8

Lea*e.

two-year-old Jersey

on

—

by Joseph \V. Ullpatrlck, guardian.
ADDISON E. IIEKIUCK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
years.
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
In Llvcrmore, Nov. 6, Charles R. Houghton, |
formerly of Bryant's Pond, aged 6fi years.

are

F. PLUMMER, &

J.

95 51

they see cause:
ETHEL GILPATRICK, minor child of Sarah
I. Ullpatrlck, deceased, of Porter; petition for

shoes

Prices $1.75 to $4.50.

4."> 51
5») 00

PROBATK NOTICES.
To all persons interested In cither of the eetatce
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, In vacation. In ami for
the Countv of Oxford, on the 4th day of
Nov., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and erven, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It le hereby okdkkkd :
That notice thereof be given to all pereone Interested, by causing a copy of thle order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parle, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Fryeburg, on the
tlrst Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1907, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be hoard thereon If

rubber boot.

a

Bass

the bottom G. 11. Mass & Co.

solid leather and

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1906.
Total liabilities,
Tracy
I 45 51
Net ca*h aeeete
rlngton, both of Denmark.
IS
In Canton, Nov. 4. by Charles H. Gilbert. Eeq., I Premium notes subject to aeece>-ment, $4,r>S4
I
Bablneau,
4,534 15
Mlee
Cella
on
notes,
Balance due
Mr. Merton N. Rich and
premium
both of Canton.
Ε. T. STEARNS, Secretary.
Died.

equal to
quality

Remember that these shoes

Condeneed Statement of the
Lovell Mutual Fire Insurance Company
OF LOVELL, MAINE.

Married.

—

"Bass Shoe"

For Sale.

Chocolate Pie!
Chocolate Pie!
The more you eat the more you want If thev
made from "OUR.PIE" 1'rcpiration. Try It
and tell your friends how eaey It Is to make delicious chocolate pies. Three varieties—Lemon,
Chocolate and Custard—at grocers 10 cents a
40 tu
are

PAïT

j

Thanksgiving

PIGS FOR SALE.
Pigs for sale, six weeks old.

About the State.

NOBWAY.

John'· Letter.

It is Possible.

IT'S HARD FOR SOUTH PARIS ΡΕΟ
PLK TO

The Democrat would like two cords

CHVRCHK*.
K1rst Congregational Church, Rev. Α. Κ. Baldx. R. ;
Pastor.
I'reaching service,
win.
lav School 12 *·; Vesper· « 30 P. M- ; T. P.
K. 6:00 P. R.; Church prayer meeting Wedn.
lay evening at 7 M o'clock. Α11, not other·
,i-o connected, are corllally Invite·!.
M. thivllst (. hurch. Rev T. N. Kewley. I a*u>r>un lay. morning prayer n>«cUng 10*»A.
Sabbath School
·. wlilng -«rvlce 10:44 A. R.;
\i
Kpworth League Meeting 6 OO P· * ;
meeting We-'nesday evening 7 JO; claw
•joetlng ïWay venlng 7 JO.
lUptUt Church, Kev. J. Wallace
On Sua.lay. preaching service 10.45 a.
>slibalh School 12 R, Y. I S. C. h «:1Λ P.
\\ edneaday eveum
praver meeting 7ΛΙΡ. *·;
All are
Seats free.
prayer service 7:».

Pa»t'.r.

IBCT

II

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs
Harry Morton Thursday afternoon at ί
o'clock.

TRAIS® LEAVE SOUTH PARIS
tioluu down cast!—5 SB A. R-, dal!v ; 9:.V) A. R.,
!λ\ v except SuniUy ; 4 33 I*. st·. Jiûly.
9 ·*η) Α. M.,
S"J6P.*.|
I.ûluit up
4Hy except Sunday ; S 47 r. *·, caily.

V

visiting

H. G. Fletcher is having electric light
installed in his house on Gothic Street

Oa-VSD TRCÎ«* RAILWAY.
Commencing

is

Miss Lillian Walker of Canton is wit!
Mrs. Cora S. Briggs for tbe winter.

SOUTH PARIS POST OFKICK.
( )rtJce

Perhaps

Mrs. Louise J. Brigge is visiting reU

Seraoctat

$2.75.

If you received notice to replace your old box, send us your
order NOW so as to meet requirements before the 60 days
have expired.
Samples of the boxes may be seen at the

At 3 cents per

Delivered at our store in
change for goods.
8S MARKET
SOUTH

Democrat office.

King & Dexter Co., Portland, Me.
40-47

pound

CASTORIA

SQUARE,
ΜΑΙΡΓΈί.

1? ART**,

For Infants and Children,

III Kill YwHaii Ajwajs Bought

ex-

gf^ture
"tf"1"

S

""

NOTICE OF SALE OF ΒΕΛΧ ESTATE.
Pureuant to a license from the Honorable
.lu'Ue of Probate for the county of Oxford, I
shall sell at public auction on the revet ti (7)
•lay of December. A. I). 1MUT. at ten o'clock In
the forenoon, on the premium, all the right, title
and Interest which Albion K. Bradbury, late of
* aaton. In *ald county, deceased, hail In an·! U>
the following described real estate, vis. : The
homestead farm and all lands thereto i-onoected
and belonging, of the late Albion K. Bradbury
on and near Canton l'oint an.I the same on which
he had renlile»! for many year* prior to hU tie
ream:, an t «ante occupied by him at the time of
hie ilt cease, ami known ax the Albion E. Brad
t>ury farui, In the town of Canton.
Pitted this twentv ninth day of October, Α. IV
1ΛΙΤ.
BYRON C. W \1TK,
Administrator with will annexed.
4.V47

MYRON H. WATSON,

Tuning and

Piano

OF

TEACHER
ltcfrra

to

Fine

Repairing.

Correspondence
le solicited.

3i>tf

Norway, Maine-

WATER TAKERS.
AU water rental» now «lue Including the July
XOTICE TO

htlN whtrh hive l>een sent out, muft he eeltlml
by Nov. l»t, or the water will be shut off.
NOltWAY WATBE CO..
l'er S. D. Andrews, Supl.
Norway. Maine, Oct. 3, 1907.

everything.
public has grown

know" about

not say t'.;ut

the

skeptical—quite the contrary.
a day and age of enlig'itened,

We believe it is

intelligent inquiry

after facts.
Each man and cach woman now-a-days
wants to do his and her own thinking.
They are
not looking for any concentrated essence of wisdom boiled down anil given to them in capsule
form.
They want to figure out for themselves
what is right, and what is wrong:, and what to do

CBANBEBBY

apples.

Ι.ΕΜΟΝ

Why ?

Simply because the Rexall remedies, from
their inception several years ago, started out on
an entirely new line.
The first principle in the Rexall platform

Begiu anywhere aud

trees.

a

CHOCOLATE

any
tree

mon

times. There are also seventeen birdhidden in tlii* tree.
No. 300.—Picture Puzile.

INDIVIDUAL

I
I
ι*ι\\'*a
I
aud
cut.—Farm
the
uiv suggested by
I
Λ \νυ

I
No. 301.—Drot) Letter Proverbs.
(Every other letter Is ommitted.)
1. I.*c*y iu*u n*e* u* c*u*s*l.
2. II*u*y I* t*e η»·ιι·1» s«v*s t*e

druggists

a»
newspaper for busy people, almost
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
Dail\
and contains all the most important news of The
Tribune, which is a guaraute« of its value.
noi
If you live in the village or on a farm and have
toucl
time for a daily newspaper you rnav r>e kept in close
cost
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only fl-SO per year, but you can secure it wit)
The Oxford Democrat
your own favorite local newspaper,

metropolitan
good as a daily,
18 a

Roqjjfiff

I

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildD. C.
It is located in the
i-!?. Γ. S. Dct-urtmrnt cf Agriculture, Washington,
The Government also
Ik irt of the cuy and is covered with Paroid Hoofing.
uses
It
Paroid because it
etc.
uses Paroid for st iMcs, barracks, warehouses,
finds η·»thing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warevaluable for roofing or siding. It is perhouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally
manent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good foryou. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is- Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
2 Mat sump for book of up-to-dato poultry ud (arm building plan»,

S. P. MAXIM &. SON,

Agents,

South Paris, He.

PIANOS.
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
Also I have <
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.

grade pianos. A large stock always on
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and
the best pianos that are on the market.
several medium

hand.

Prices

interest you in

W. «Γ. Wtieeler db Co.,
BllUnee Block,
•outb PATie,

one

pint of cream,

one

of sugar, and half a cupful of
strong, clear coffee. Set the bowl in a
panful of broken ice, ho at) to surround
it, and, when chilled, whip the mixture
and take off the froth as it rises and put
in a freezer or mold. Pack the mold in threw the
galluses into the fire. The
ice and salt ahd let it stand two hours devil Raid he'd lost bis man and weutoff
without stirring.
in great anger, and Tom never wore

cupful

Da>

IT IS GREATEST IN WINTER.
the Difference Occur· and How

Why

It May Be Obaerved—Oddly Enoueh
the Shorteet Day In the Year la
Really the Longeât Day In Time.

galluses again."—Ex.

apkicot whip.

Over the Telephone.
"Are you there?"

"Yes."

"Who are you,

"Watt."

please?"

them

For loss of

medicine I ever used.

appetite they

the best

as

anyone

to

invaluable."

are

Mr. Alden Collamore.

To eat well and heartily without sufferis to realize
How long, after all, le a day? The ing the pangs of indigestion
By
one of life's greatest pleasure:..
re
la
the
thflk
It
that
say
geographies
their specific action on the digestive I
turn once on
to
earth
the
remove
for
Bitters
quired
organs "L. F." Atwood's
'
Its axis, that It measures twenty-four the sensation of fullness ami oppression,
the aphours by the clock and that a fraction cleanse the bowels, and restore
than 3Gf> of them are to be found

more

in a year.
It le a good plan when one reads
anything lu a book to test It when be
We want to see Just
can for himself.
how long It takes the earth to turn
Let us take any one of
over once.
the fixed stars that chances to be In

line with some convenient point and.
watch in hand, notice the precise moment at which the star touches, let us
say, a particular tree, branch or steeple on the horizon line. If on the next
evening we stand at precisely the same
spot and sight the same star again In
line with the same point as before,
then we shall know that the earth has

turned on Its axis Just once.
Curiously enough, however, we shall
discover, if this Is done carefully, that,
In spite ofVhat the books say, It does
not require twenty-four hours for the
earth to turn over once. About four
minutes liefore the day Is up, by the
clock, the earth has revolved once and

brought the star back to its old position iu the sky. Really, then, the earth
turns on Its axis once In twenty-three
hours, fifty-six minutes and four seconds and, as one can easily reckon,
makes something more than 3ϋ0 revolutions In a year.
But human beings are not so much
interested In the stars as In the sun.
We really don't care much how long It
takes the earth to turn over and bring
a star back again to the same point In

petite.

Maine

Register!

State Year Book
AND

—

—

Business Directory of Maine.
No, 38. Just Issued.

Postpaid

for $2.00.

Grenville M. Donham,
1300

Putol ishor,

:

ky

ar.d brautifiei the naLr.
L
lmuriant puwth.
»
Fall· to Beatore Orâyl
1
Iiair to ita Youthful Cclor.
Curt-a «catp di ·»··«■· k hair ftiùng.
yy. and tlf'J «I Dtuss'jU
Clcftni'*.
lToinutra

Never

the true shortest day. which conies on
Sept. 17. falls short by about the same

time.

wo

"days."
the

really have three different
There is the star day. which

time

over

during which the earth
This, because the
steadily, is always the

once.

spins
same length. twenty-three hours, fiftysix minutes, four and nlne-hundredtlis
seconds, and there are 300 of thein In
a year.
Then there Is the ordinary legal day, which is the time required for
earth

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFS,
Nichols St.,

FOR 5ALE.
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consist* of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of laud,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
commanding a line view. A spring of
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
be
the owner would
glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South 1'arin,
Maine.

Me

SOUTH PARIS.

SON,

For Sale in South Paris.

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, I,an
two apartment· of seven and ei^Iit room»
with sheds, largo attic, Ac., an<l \t jn

excellent condition. The ground* are
extensive, containing additional Louie
lota.

W. T. IIEWETT.
JAMES S. WUIGIIT, A^ent, S. Pari».

FOIC MALE.

One Concord wagon in good
condition,
one two-horse McCormick
mowing ma-

chine, a Champion horse-rake, second
hand driving harness, a lever butterworker, and a Blanchard churu. F r further particulars inquire of
A.J. PENI.EY,
South Parie, Maine.
June 17, 1007.
•j.'itf
TOWS NOTICE.
If you have a bill against the l<iwn,i!t
! vh
way or poor account, the Selectmen
yo to
jireeent your account at once to the "mm m
In your eectton of the town.
8KI.KCTMKS or PARIS
f*outh l'art», July 1,1!<07.

the Crawford reputation for progress,
constructed a new type of range which is
In this new
better than even our heretofore best.
Hearth is
End
awkward
and
useless
the
design
The ashes are disposed of by falling into
omitted.
a HOD far below the fire, which makes their removal
easier and the grates to last longer. The Coal and Ash
Hods are side by side, of the same size, and the Ash
Hod being emptied can be returned full of coal. There
is also more room on top of these ranges. The"Palace"

Maintaining

we have

is extra large size and the "Castle" smaller.
All the famous Crawford features are present:
Single Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues,

Asbestos-Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator.

Send

Made by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., Si-Sj Union St., Boston

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DEALERS.

RHEUriATISn
Badly Crippled

a

Bald-

A LOW PRICt

THE LARGE YIELD OF

Corn,

Sweet
—

winsville Farmer

AND

—

Apples

that the farmers will receive largo
sums of money in payment.
Probably a
large share of thU will be paid out in a
short time anil there is no safer place to
keep it and no bettor way to pay it out
than by opening a checking account in

Wool Carpets

means

URIC-0

QUICKLY CURED HIM

Treated Two Years by a High-Priced
Physician with No Success.
Howe, a prominent farmer In tho
town of Van Huron, paye: "I vlelte·! the best
physician In til's country, who treated roe for
I spent Id
about two yearn for rheuniattf>m.
thut time several hun>lrc>l dollars and scenic·!
to grow worse instead of better cach <lay. Being
Mr. Prank

...THE...
Norway National Bank,

upright

Scientific American.

Desirable Residence for Sale,
village,

j

equipments

JAMES

Apply

to close out o<M

Norway, Mo.

vice to

Thirty-five years of successful
depositors.
I

I III II

II

III

mill

II ■ I I

I

CURE

Corner Main and Danfortb St

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

,8ÎI

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

Price
50c & $ 1.00
Free Trial.

FOR I 0UGi|S anJ
^OLDS

ESTABLISHED

yj|P

I—·

Dr. Kin
Β
discovery

ONSUMPTfON
ΓONSUM

NWNE.

NORWAY,

ser-

LUNCS

THE

c'ean

:«r.«I

Chas. F, Ridlon,

Κ ILL the COUCH

and

patterns

up stock.

There
The check serves as a receipt.
is no danger of loss by fire or theft. You
can always make the correct change.
You can always obtain cash at the bank.
There is nothing complicated or hard to
understand in keeping a bank account.
When you receivo your checks fur apples
and sweet corn, call in and lot us convince you that it is for your interest and
profit to opon an account with us.

AND ADMITTEDLY

ΠΙ Κ

Leading Agricultural Jeûnai of tie Wcrli

'.i*
Every department written by βρι-eiaSitt*.
highest authorities iu their respective;.!.·
"
No other paper pretends to compare wltil
in qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a 1 ντ>·β
r*.
of completeness not even attempted t y ot

Burcat ..ud Cln'ckcot Cura for uli
THROAT end LUNG TR0T7ELES, or MONEY BACK

m—ccogcsan·—·η«ττ sxsa

Send Your Work to

I.XDISPENSAIILi: TO

ALL COUNTRY

Wayside Laundry,

RESIDENTS

WHO WLSII TO
KEEP FP WITn Tin: TI1KS.
Slagl· Subscription, fl.CO;
Two Subscriptions, ί-.όΟ ;
Fire Subscriptions 1^-50·

Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,

SPECIAL INDUCE*!KBITS t«> It.liv
KHS OP LAUGi:U CH II!·.

Four Months' Trial Trip ΰΟ cents.

MANAGER.

SPECIMEN COPIES

First-class work done,

moiled free on request. It will pay
life
h...ly Interested in any way in country
send for thein. Address the publish* rs
will he

Family Washings

a

Special'y.

tj

LUTHER TUCKER A. SON,

Albany· Ν. Y·

£*7~Subscription"

m

Patents

druggists.

Norway,

Klain,

Can afford to ami will pay more for rags, rubtli in uny stronger that calls to
ber*. anil
your house.
He pave from (5 to $:> per Ion for Iron ·1οΙ!νcrc<l to film here.
He buys folded newspapers.
lie Is paying for mixed rags, 1 rent a pound.
Itubbers according to market.
I'aj β market
price for bran sacks.

A. W. WALKER &

What Our NEW TYPE of Range Weans

"What is your name, please?"
"Watt's my name."
"Yes, what is your name?"
"I say my name U Watt."
on crutches ami forced to ilrlre to the train anil
a
"Oh, well, I'm coming to see you."
proper clock to get round twice. hobbling to tho doctor's offli e became very die"All right. Are you Jones?"
Be- conniving, let alone the alecpleas nights and
This is Just twenty-four hours.
"No; I'm Knott."
sides these, there Is the sun day, its fearful hours of pain. itelng advised by a friend
"Who are you then, please?"
time told by the sundial, which, tak- ( purchased Smith's Uric ο prescription, took It
"I'm Knott."
Success In Life.
COMPOTE OF PEACHES.
short with long, averages twenty- home and u»ed It that day as directed.
"Will vou tell me your name, please?" ing
Those fearful sciatic pains left me, my blood
"Much of my success In life," said I Take one quart can of peaches, and if
four
hours, but is never found to be
"Will Knott."
seemed to let loose and il w freely, I felt differthe millionaire, "was due to the advice I they are not sweet, add four tablespoonfor
two
same
the
days
length
exactly
"Why won't you?"
ent and know the next morning I had found a
I fuis of sugar. Heat the peaches in their
of my friends."
In succession.
"I say my name is William Knott."
cure, as I slept and rested well all that night,
"Is It possible?" exclaimed the skep own juice. Drain, and place the peaches
I
the
In
η
of
There Is
long days
"Oh, beg your pardon."
string
s< mΊΐιΙηκ I had not done before in two years
hollow side up over squares of sponge
Then you will be in if I como round, winter, followed by α series of short I used In all fix bottles of Urlc-O and have never
tleal person.
in a pudding dish. Mix
cako,
placed
millions.
of
mau
Watt?"
the
"Yes," replied
In the summer the felt a return of the disease, had no use for
ones in the spring.
with the peach juice two tablespuoufule
"Certainly, Knott."
"I always listened to It, but never fol- of lemon
crutches or cane since the flrst day's treatment.
sun days get long again, though not
I
juice, one egg very lightly
were cut off by the exThen
they
News.
"I have since recommended Urlc-O to hunlowed it."-Chicugo
In the
so long as in the winter.
I whipped, and one tablespoonful of corn
and Knott wants to know if quite
change,
and In every
autumn come the shortest days of all. dreds of friends and acquaintances
I starch moistened in a little cold water. Watt will be in or not.
To every
Instance it gave remarkable relief.
A Loat Crop.
Put on the stove aud allow it to heat
and
are
clock
day
occasionally
Only
person who suffers from Khcumatism 1 say, take
Inquired the youngster I until it bubbles then remove and, when
same
of
'Tapa,"
sun
the
length. Only Uilc-O at oncc and
day
The following remarkable essay on the
your suffering will soon end.
I slightly cool, pour over the peaches.
"what Is wild oats?"
the pen of an four times a year do clock noon by
FRANK HOWE, Rahlwlnevlllc, Ν. V."
in a cool place or on ice. horse is said to be from
"Wild oats, my sou." answered papa I Put them away
student: "The horse is a very the clock hands and sun noon by the
Λ nyone who doubts Mr. Howe's experience is
The syrup will jolly all about the fruit Indian
be is angry inudlul occur at the same moment, Invited to write him for further details.
"Is something you sow In the evening
Serve noble quadruped, but when
I and form a delicious dessert.
on
the
Lippiu
he will not do so. lie is ridden
and reap iu the morning."
The manufacturers have so much confidence
while, because the long and short sun
I with plain or whipped cream.
cott's.
spinal cord by the bridle, and sadly the days are found In sets, they oftentimes In the remedy that they will gladly give a large
BANANA CRESCENTS.
on
the
foots
stirrups
driver places his
of Urlc-O free to all Rheumatics who
may be more than fifteen minutes TAc. bottle
have never used it and aro looking for a per1 Take some slices of sponge cake and and divides his lower limbs across the apart.
Key to the Puzzler.
to
the
animal
his
drives
somf
and
saddle
all the brown parts. Split
cure for this most distressing
No. 287—Word Hunt: 1. Wl-star-la trim off
The vast majority of the people manent, lasting
He has four legs; two are on
disease. Address for free trial. Smith Drug Co.,
4 bananas in two lengthwise after peeling, meadow.
T-rack-less.
3.
other-most.
M
the
But
2.
sun.
reckon their time by
.•U5 Smith Illdg., Syracuse, Ν. Y.
and cut the slices of cake the same shape the front side and two are afterward.
the
Traus-port-atlon. 5. Gem-lu-ute.
Urlc-O Is sold and personally recommended in
and spread them with a little strawberry These are the weapons on which he runs. time for civilized men Is time by
Hat
Arithmetic:
No. 288.—Pictorial
4Λ-4·ί
or other kind of jam.
Lay a split ba- He also defends himself by extending clock. The days are all twenty-four South Paris by Κ. Λ. Shurtlcff A Co.
Cut a these in the rear in a parallel direction fiours long, and no matter where the
cup.
I nana on each slice of cake.
does
he
this
only sun Is it is noon for us when the clock
No. 280.—Charade: Madagascar.
bauana into slices about half an incb toward his foe, but
mood.
No. 290.—Removals: 1. Cur-few. 2 thick and divide them in two. Place when he is in an aggravating
strikes 12.
Nevertheless, astronomers
No
the
horse.
like
animal
no
Out-let. 3. Err-aml. 4. Mar-gin. 5 I three of these on each banana crescent There is
often go by star time, get In an extra
master
or
their
see
little
sooner they
guardian
boiler and
and in tbe spaces between make a
5 Horse power
Can-did.
In earh year and have their noon
mound of whipped cream that has beer than they always cry for food, but it is day
condition.
No. 201.—Riddle: Ilalr. hare.
all times of the day or night.— engine, in
fall
at
have
time.
the
at
They
morning
and flavored.
always
Pie I sweetened
H. W. TAPLEY,
Record-HerNo. 292.—Novel IHamond: P.
got tails, but not so long as the cow and IS. T. Brewster In Chicago
FIG PUDDING.
South Paris, Me.
Piauo. Eud. O.
ald.
such other animals."—N. Y. Tribune.
One cupful of suet, chopped fine, ont
No. 203.—Word Square: I. Shot*. 2 !
half
IIORSFX FOU SALE*.
cupful of rolled crackers, two eggs,
Heal. 3. Oats. 4. Else.
We have secured the agency for Orino
Needles· Ceremony.
of tigs, chopped tine, one tea
No. 204.—Decapitations: 1. F-llut. 2 a pound
Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new laxative
As I am to change my occupation I
beeu
had
bidden
t<
Peter
mixed
hastily
spoonful of baking powder
that makes the liver lively purifies the
offer for nale my entire outfit of horses,
D-over. 3. Β arrow. 4. R-ass.
through the cracker dust, and one small breath, cures headache and regulates the r»o!il»y llunt'b party, and his mothei
wagons, sleds, harness, etc., as follows:
milb
Add
of
·.·■::s -rouading him up" In frout of thi
enough
sugar.
Cl'RED OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE. I teacupful
organs. Cures chronic constidigestive
ol
thickness
the
mixture
the
inako
to
3 Good Horses, excellent drivers and
Mr. RobertO. Burke, Elnora, Ν. Y.,
pation. Ask us about it. All druggists .vushstaud
fruit cake batter. Steam two hours,
workers. Have been used in all
"Oil, mother," he enkl, "do 1 have t<
sell
it
writes: "Before I Btarted to use Foley'*
kinds of work and driving.
Serve with a sauce made of two table
They
a
whole
bath?"
Ίϋ>e
from
twelve
I
had
to
Cure
cet up
Kidney
of butler, one tablespoonful ol
all work single or double or under
I
Mamma—Dear me! I wonder where
to twenty times a night, and I was all spoonfuls
"Certainly."
Pour or
Hour and one cupful of sugar.
a
tbn
saddle.
such
temper?
baby got
bloated up with dropsy and my eyesight
Peter mumbled something, and his
I two small cupfule of boiling water and
Papa—Never mind! We haven't time mother usked him what It was.
was so impaired I could scarcely see ont
Farm Wagon, almost new, Sulky Plow,
cook until done, then add the beaten to fight out that question just now.
let
of my family across the room. I had
Spring Tooth Harrow, Pair Double
"I said were you sure It wasn't Juel
of one egg. Flavor.
white
given up hope of living, when a friend
Sleds, Buggy Wagon, Pair Work
Peter. "I'm certain
TUE NEW PURE FOOD AND DRUG jour idea." replied
MAPI.Ε MOUSSE.
recommended Foley's Kidney Cure. One
Harness, Pair Driving Harness,
I heard Bobby's mother tell you ovei
">0 cent bottle worked wonders and beLAW.
Beat together the yolks of two eggf
Single Driving Harness.
the telephone that the party was verj
fore I had takeu the third bottle the and a
tht
Heat
NAPOLEON MARTELL, Paris Hill, «otf
We are pleaRed to announce that Focupful of maple syrup.
dropsy had gone, as well as all othci mixture, stirring it over the stove until ley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds Informal."—Youth's Companion.
Foi it thickens. Then remove and fold ir
symptoms of Bright's disease."
the
affected
is
not
troubles
60 YEAR8'
and lung
by
sale by all druggists.
the stitHy beateu whites of the eggs and National Pure Food and Drug law as it
He Knew Them.
EXPERIENCE
one pint of cream, whipped stiff ami dry, contains no opiates or other harmful
Once ut an Important function al
His Hostess—Don't you think you'vt
The ingredients should be thoroughly drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
House Sir Francis Knol
Marlborough
bad enough ice cream?
Pack
for children and adults. For
mixed, so they may not separate.
lys came up to the Priuce of Wales
Freddie—No, mum. I dou't feel sick in a mold in ice and salt, and do not remedy
sale by all druggists.
ι·ud remarked, "Some gentlemen of the
yet!
stir while freeziug.
press wish admission, your royal highNo false pretense has marked the caFKUIT ICE CRKAM.
A
COLD
FOLLOWS
PNEUMONIA
ness."
reer of Ely's Cream
Balm. Being enTRADE IÏ1AP
"Oh," said the prince, "show them
Peel and cut in small pieces two large but never follows the use of Foley's
Disions
tirely harmless, it is not responsible like
It stops the cough, In. If
Tar.
and
add
the
In
and
two
at
the
come
juice
Honey
don't
door,
Ac.
bananas,
Copyrights
they
the catarrh snuffs and powders, for oranges
the lungs and preand
a sketch and description may
heals
of
one
sending
and
lemons
two
strengthens
Anyone
of
sugar.
pint
the
ventilator."
come
at
In
minds shattered by cocaine. The great
they'll
our opinion free whether an
ascertain
Quli'kly
which vents pneumonia. Sold by all druggists.
virtue of Ely's Cream Balm is that it Mix well and put into a freezer,
luvontlon Is probably piuentnbleL Communications strictly conddentlal. HAND800K on Patenta
in ice and salt;
In Harness.
speedily and completely overcomes nasal should be partly packed
■eut froo. Oldest aeency for securing patent·.
Patente taken through Munn k Co. NMtT·
Back of tbis add three eupfuls of cream and one cupcatarrh and hay fever.
A young teacher whoee efforts to in"It must be fuu," suggested the
ip trial notice, without charge, in the
statement is the testimony of thousands ful of milk. Freeze immediately.
culcate elementary anatomy had been friend, "to dally dally with these shafts
and a reputation of many years' success.
BANANA FLUFF.
unusually discouraging, at last asked in of wit."
All druggists, 50c., or mailed by Ely
despair,
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I^nreet eir"Not when you're hitched between
a delicious filling foi
will
make
This
culatlon of any sclentlflc tournai. Term·, ·> a
Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
"Well, I wonder if any boy here can
charlotte russe cases. Cut seven bananas tell me what the spinal cord really is?" 'em," responded the press humorist,
year: four month·, »L Sold by all newsdealer·.
"I'm just crazy to be a reporter," says into slices, sprinkle them with lemon
She was met by a row of blank and ir- with α sickly smile.—Louisville Couthe rich man's daughter.
juice and shredded cocoanut and stand responsive faces, till finally one small rier-Journal.
"Insanity is no qualification," return- the dish containing them on ice for an voice piped up in great excitement:
ed the editor, cloeing the interview.
hour. Then push the fruit through a
"The spinal cord is what runs through
The Last Word.
of
press and season with a cupful
you. Your head sits on one end and
Dyer—I don't object to my wife havtableone
from
FATAL.
which
DANCING PROVES
The Capt. H. N. Bolster homepowdered sugar
sit on the other."
you
ing the last word.
of sugar has been removed.
situated in South Paris
stead
Many men and women catch colds at I spoonful
beaten
Enpec—I wouldn't If mine would cut
dances which terminate in pneumonia Fold iuto the mixture the stiffly
THIS IS WORTH REMEMBERING. out some of those before It—Smart thoroughly finished, hot water heat
into
the
it
turn
and
four
of
whites
eggs,
After exposure, if
and consumption.
attached,
and all modern
crank of the : As no one is immune, every person Bet.
Foley's Honey and Tar is taken it will freezer. As soon as the
tbe should remember that Foley's Kidney
a two story house, ell and stable,
break up a cold and no serious results freezer begins to turn hard, open
or
of
case
cure
that Cure will
kidney
any
to
need be feared. Refuse any but the can and add half a pint of cream
Property has Its duties as well as Its centrally located.
Freeze until tbe bladder trouble that is not beyond the
S. WRIGHT, Adm.
genuine in a yellow package. For sale has been whipped stiff.
tights.—Drummond.
sell
It.
Ail
medicine.
of
reaoh
Ex.
Is
obtained.—
druggist*
consistency ol mush
all

by

SOUTH PARIS.

(goking-Ranges *J

comes

Is

Sulky Plows,

or

one

turns

Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

seems

star

So

Grade Portrait Work

REMEMBER!

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Manure

in Crayon, Water color,

Congress St., opp. City Building,
Portland, Maine.
Morris

how many times In a year
to go by. We set· our
clocks aud reckon our year by the
turning of the earth under the sun,
and liecause the earth not only turns
under the sun. but also «nés round It,
it takes about four minutes louger to
brim; the sun up to its old place In
the sky than to bring back a star. This
the

.i

Mouldings st;!L

High

druggists.

35c. at

Sent

&

Cylinder Oil.

Gasoline

Mats, Mirrors

Round Pond, Me., 1906.
"For several years I have used
1. F.' Atwood's Bitters and I recommend

Gasoline Eus,

and Pictures,

Appetite

good

LIAI

·

together

and the Sun Day.

seem

Hearty

For Sale.

Senti your order and money to The Oxford Democrat
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and addrexs on a postal card to THE NEW.
wil
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
bring you a free sample copy.

Send

CAKE PARFAIT.

Mix

Difference Between the Star

Picture Frames

a

—

Papers One Year for $2.25.

Ugp

PIES.

jiggs.

STORE

Paroid

PUMPKIN

Put half a p'>und of driud apricots to
soak over night in half a cupful of water.
p*r*e.
3. W*e*e il*u*s b»u* l*\v· u»e s*l*u·. I Next morning add half a cupful of sugar
Press
4. A*g*r a·»! h*s*e h*n*e* g*o* land cook until soft and thick.
I through a coarse sieve, and, when cool,
c*u·»·!.
I fold iu the stiflly beateu whites of two
Beat thoroughly and turn into a
No. 302.—Combinations.
I mold which has been rinsed in cold
1. Λ superlative and rushing watei I water. Put on ice to hardeu. When
make a town in Michigan.
ready to serve, turn it from the mold
2. Λ girl's name and a Roman gar and pour over it a custard sauce made
ment make a fashionable resort In I from one pint of milk, the beaten yolks
of two eggs and two tablespooufuls of
New York.
I sugar, flavoring to taste.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

mcle 3am

I
I

Fireside.

scalp

ψ&ΧάΖΙ

JUNKET.

Create

LENGTH OF THE DAYS

about simply enough. Suppose
Is in a room looking out the window at a tree. If he turns round once
exactly he will find himself looking
straight at the tree again, but If he
tried the same thing when he was on
a
moving train he would find that
while lie was making the turn the tree
had fallen behind, lie would then, according to the way he twirled, have to
turn a little more or a little less to
anil hnlnftil fumet).
bring the tree strrflght liefore his nose.
Therefore it is not quite true that a
How Tom Fooled the Old Boy.
day 1.4 the time required for the earth
"There was a fellow in the town where to turn once on its axis. It really Is
my mother came from whose name was this time
pins the four minutes, or so
Tom Cook. Tom was a protty roiiuh
for it to turn and look back
required
sort of a customer an<l it was commonly
The time required for this
at the sun
believed that he was in league wilh the
turn Is not the same at all times
devil, and he was, too. Well, by and by, extra
like Tom's In the year. One can easily see in the
the devil concluded he'd
train that the fastcompany down below. So he called on case of the moving
Tom early one morning and found Tom er the cars were moving or the nearer
bad just got up and was dressing.
the track the tree stood the more the
"
'Tom,' said be, 'you've lived in this latter would xcetn to shift Its position.
town long enough. [ want you to como
Since the earth is some 3,(KM),(X>0 miles
down to the pit and stay wilh mo. So
nearer the sun in winter than in summake haste. I've got to keep the tires
the sun
mer. and siiiCf also the nearer
goin' down there, you know.'
the difference
"Thon the devil took Tom by the arm it Is the faster it travel*,
Is
to hurry him and make sure of him. I .et ween star day and sun day
Tom didn't like the looks of the devil, greatest In winter.
and the devil's fingers were awful hot.
Oddly enough, it happens that Dee.
Tom tried to pull along, and at the Rame 22. which has the least daylight of
time be said, 'Wait, wait, can't you until
therefore
any day in the year and Is
I get my galluses on?'
said to be the sljortest of
commonly
then
over
and
him
all
The devil looked
is really the longest. It does,
he grinned and he eaid, 'Yes, I'll wait all days,
as a matter of fact, run almost half a
till you get your galluses on.'
"He uo sooner said that tliau Tom minute over twenty-four hours, while

whites of eggs and sugar aud cover each
little pie. Brown in the oven very slightly, leaving it only a minute or two.
When cold, place a large cranberry or bit
of currant jelly in the centre of each little pie. You will find this dessert will
be esueciallv uleasinc to children.

of the 300
The f:uni>us Rexall "9:$" Hair Tonic is one
Beta
Rexall Remedies. It is composed in chief of Resorcin,
Naplilh >1 aid l'ilocarpin.the latest and most effective germRes tciu is one of
with Beta
kilk-rs i!Ui_overcd bv science·, and in connection
which is Injth germicidal and antiseptic, a combiNaphtiiol.
the germs which rob
nat ι· h ν f >rnied which not only destroys
conthe hair « f its nutriment, but creates a clean and healthy
of new
dition of ίο >i_aliJ. which prevents the development
germ>.
hair to
l'ilocarpin is a well-known agent for restoring the to a
its natural color, where the loss of color has been due
disease of the scalp. It is not a coloring matter or dye.
as a
This combination of curatives mixed with alcohol
and
stimulant, perfects the most effective remedy for hair
troubles known to day. I'er bottle, 50c.

THE

PIE.

Lino some patty pans with good pie
crus', making a (luted edge all around.
Grease the pans before putting on the
crust, as you want to take them out of
tho tins when cold. Fill with the pumpkin mixture as prepared for the pies.
When baked, make a meringue with the

"93" HAIR TONIC

Co.,

PIE.

Grate some good, unsweetened chocolate; about two tablespoonfuls to the
pint will be about the measure. Heat a
pint of milk or as much more as you require. Pour a little of it over the chocolate to melt it, hold it over the teakettle
Sweetsteam until it is a smooth paste.
en the remainder of the milk and stir in
the chocolate paste. Now add the rennet and pour into the dish in which it is
to be served.
Whip up a gill of creatn,
sweeten it and flavor with vanilla, and
heap all over the top when cold. This
makes a delicious dessert.

Rexall —and always could.
I liird—every Rexall remedy has been sold
if you are not
on the basis of "money back
more than satisfied.
This is frank, square, open-handed business,
that's all. But it made Rexall the greatest success
in the medicine wcrld in a very short time.

F. A. Shurtleff &

BECOMING

THIS COUNTRY.

■

ipe:

go to

part to form the name of a
Every letter is used one or

cure-all.
Every
Second—no secret combinations.
to
the
; anybeen
has
public
formula
open
always
he
when
is
buys
one can know what he
taking

?&Χθ££

RAPIDLY

IN

charged

This is an old fashioned but good rec
To make one good, quite deep
Β
p.e, allow two slices of stale br«»ad, three
largo or four small lemons, two tableτ
I
Ρ
spoonfuls of molted butter, four eggs
W
A
Ν
Ο
L
and sugar to taste. Break the bread into
bits ituiJ soak in cold water uutil quite
κ
α
β
κ
ρ
υ
r
soft. Then add to it the juice and gratW
Μ
Τ
Ο
Κ
S
D
ed rind of the lemons, the melted butter
aud the yolks of the eggs, well beaten.
A
S
Ρ
Ο
L
H
C
Taste to see if the mixture is sweet
W
Β
Κ
C
M
onough; if not, add more sugar. Line
the pie dish with a good pastry crust,
Ν
Τ
Υ
Β
U
pour in the mixture and bake in a modMake a
erate oven until it thickens.
meringue with the whites of the eggs
ind four tablesponnfuls of powdered
sugar, flavored with a little of the lemon
juice. Spread this ovor the pie and re
L
I
Β
Β
r
turn to the oven until colored a
light
contains
tree
grafts browu. Serve cold.
This mystic
of
kinds
from thirty-one different
No. 299.—The Mystic Tree.

any

ill—not

BE

with murder,
tle later a man
and proved to have killed, was acquitted
law
unwritten
the
a
Missouri
jury,
by
again having been invoked.
In Indianapolis, not long ago, another
killer was freed, his plea having been
that he was insane at the time of bis
action. It ie said that the woman in
Chicago who, a few weeke ago, killed
the man with whom she wax in love,
will plead insanity. In Nebraska, Frank
Drink, whu killed his sweetheart, was
found to be insane by a commission of
experts. Thereupon the judge instructed the jury, which brought in a verdict
of not guilty. The plea of insanity has
been interposed in behalf of a 15-year-old
girl who murdered the baby which she
had been hired to nurse. From Ohio
"brainanother
we get the story of
storm." One man simply killed another
in tt uld-fas!iionod way, but his friends
aud lawyer* insist that he was the victim of a brainstorm, and was suffering
from dementia at the time of the shooting. Finally, we have from Maryland
the interesting story of the acquittal of
a woman who killed her sister "beeause
she was always running after my husband." The theory in this case seems to
have been that the slayer did not even
know what she was doing.
Here are nine cases of killing in which
the slayers were either acquitted or
stand a good chance of being ncquited
And yet in
when brought to trial.
every one of them killing was done.
And, no doubt, in every one of them the
killer know what he was about. So we
think that people may well inquire
whether murder is not an obsolete crime
in the United States. And yet to say
that lack of self-control—which is about
all that a brainstorm amounts to—is
such insanity as to be a sufficient defense
is to put a premium on violence of all
kinds. It is the business of men to control themselves, the law expects and demands it of them.
Men who by lawless and disgraceful
courses of living have weakened their
intellectual and moral natures should
not be allowed to plead the weakness
which they themselves have created by
their own vicious habits. Nor should
any more tenderness be sln>wn to those
who by indulgence in unrestrained passion and anger have dethroned their
will. To accept such pleas is to «ay to
men and women that the law does not
demand that they control themselves;
that there is no legal obligation on them
Yet at such a time as this
to do so.
men are preaching the doctrine of human
irresponsibility, denying that the state
has any right to punish for crime, aud
are waging war on the social order which
is the growth of ages and which must be
maintained if we are to escape a relapse
into barbarism. It is time to ihink rather
of the insulted law, the outraged
social order, and the imperiled peace and
American
communities,
safety of
than of the lawless, the vicious and dewith
all good
generate who are at war

For one pint of cranberries, chopped,
use one cupful of sugar, and ono-third of
Dissolve one
a cupful of molasses.
tablespoonful of cornstarch in the same
amount of cold water, and stir into it
No. 298.—Diamond.
two-thirds of a cupful of boiling water.
1. In autumn. 2. A number. 3. Be- When cool, mix with the cranberries
hind time. 4. A feminine name. 5. In and add oue teaspoonful of vanilla.

country.

remedy for each

We

—

1 Here I'ncle Sam ended the strike
And smiles? You never saw the like!
5. Take off your hat: I've found a way
To soften derby hate to stay.
6. Now. talk Is pleasant, we ajtree.
When terse and spicy as you see.

about it.
Public sentiment has forced the government
of the United States to compel patent medicine
manufacturers to state on their labels the ingredients of the remedy inside of every package.
We believe that the Rexall remedies have
had as much to do with the creation of this sentiother one single element in the
ment as

was one

OBSOLETE

it boil or simmer very slowly. Rub the
has
herself very much.
3
the colander or coarse
4. He was able to
my opinion In pulp through
sieve. There is a great difference in
various
pumpkins, some are so much moro
a cage full of
δ. I can uever
watery than others; if that is the cas
without a shudder.
let it drain until the water runs off. To
β. The
grew on the edge of a four cupfuls of strained pumpkin allow
four cupfuls of rich milk, four wellbeaten eggs, one teaspoonful of salt, one
No. 296.—Riddle.
large cupful of sugar, half of a grated
1 am nutmeg and two teaspoonfuls of giDger.
I am vegetable and mineral.
found In the earth. I am also found Heat this well together, and taste to see
if spices and seasoniug are well blended.
upon trees in «roves of warm climates.
like cinnamon, a teaspoonful can
I am eaten, but also am used to build If you
bo added in addition to the nutmeg. Line
1
houses. 1 am used to raise crops.
your plates with a good pastry, put in
am sometimes shipped in blocks, and
the mixture, which should be hot, and
often I am sold In bottles. I may be bake in a steady, rather hot oven until a
sold in bap* as powder, or I am found rich golden brown.
I can
In the candy stores as drops.
ΓΙΒ CRUST.
make a severe burn and can devour
Take two cupfuls of pastry flour with
many things until no remnant is left, a little salt and rub into it
lightly half a
but when properly preserved I am a
cupful of lard; use just enough very
table delicacy.
cold water tc bind it together. For the
No. 297.—Concealed Wood Square.
upper crust, roll it out thin and rub with
[One word Is concealed In each couplet.] butter, folding twice, keeping the board
1. 'Tls best at eve to take a walk
well dredged with Hour; do this a third
With Just one friend for kindly talk. time,
using in all half as much butter as
a
mention
of
the
2. With llrst
weather,
lard. For pies with only an under crust,
How else to start a talk together?
it is not necessary to spread with butter
3. Is there a doubt a Lenten diet
or fold over so many times.
Conduces to a state of quiet?

This is an age of inquiry. Not since the
time of the Civil War has there been so much
agitation in the minds of the people on various

We do

Editor ΗοΜΚΜΛΚΕΗβ'

Dainty Desserts.

Every Rexall Formula Is
Public Property—And
Always Has Been

"want to

topics of Interest to the lâdlet, ΛΓΡΕΛΒ8 TO

(Indianapolis New».)
to be fut approaching a time
when we shall have to consider whether
No. 295.—Ellipses.
ri'MPKiN pie.
it is possible in this country for a man
(Rearrange the first word to fltul thi
Cut the pumpkin in small pieces with- to commit murder. A few days ago two
secoud word.)
out peeling, taking out the seeds and men were acquitted by a Virginia jury,
I wish you would amuse tht
1.
shreds; boil with a pint of water for Ave though they had deliberately and knowor six hours or until sweet and tender,
ingly killed, they having acted—so it ap?
will you flud uiy
with hardly any liquid remaining. Let pears—under the "higher law." A lit2

Stacy, Boston.
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I Will furnish
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For Service

Come in and hear them.

PORTER,'

SOUTH PARIS.

W.

Sumner,

Latest Improved Horn.

W. A.

°*

Waning, Sawing and Job Work.

new

Edison

n7

42tf

right good
right size.

A
he

Berkshire Hoar, just
Service fee $1.00.

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.
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